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ABSTRACT
This work has included a review of the most relevant aspects of measurement techniques 
and mathematical models proposed in the literature to assess the equilibrium and mass 
transfer data of metal extraction by the use of chelating agents. The limitations of these 
techniques and models have been highlighted.
Three chelating extractants diluted in EscaidllO were used to study the extraction 
equilibrium of copper. The extractants are 5-nonylacetophenone oxime (LIX84®), 5- 
dodeylsalicylaldoxime (LIX860®) and 50/50 v/v mixture of both oximes (LIX984®). The 
copper concentration changes in the aqueous and the organic phases were monitored by 
using atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
Two mathematical models (a chemical model and a semi-empirical model) have been 
developed in this study to predict the equilibrium data of copper sulfate/ hydroxyoxime 
system. The chemical model was found to fit all the three equilibrium systems (CuSO4/ 
LIX84®, LIX860®and LIX984®) equally. The semi-empirical model based on Freundlich's 
adsorption equation was also found to fit the three systems but with less accuracy. 
The mass transfer characteristics and properties of copper extraction and recovery from an 
aqueous solution using LIX984® were studied using dispersion-based (rising drops) and 
dispersion-free techniques. In the dispersion-based technique the organic phase was 
dispersed in form of drops at the tip of hypodermic needle while the aqueous solution was 
used as a continuous phase. The extraction process was carried out in four different height 
columns under wide range of conditions. The effects of the columns' height, the dispersed 
and the continuous phases concentrations on the metal rate of mass transfer were 
investigated. It has been found in that the metal's rate of mass transfer and system's overall 
mass transfer coefficient have remained constant in all four columns. A model utilising the
IV
two-film theory, some of the dimensionless groups and the experimental results has been 
proposed in this work to calculate the local mass transfer coefficients in the dispersed 
phase and the continuous phase. The overall mass transfer coefficient and the calculated 
local coefficients were used to account for the reaction rate constant at the interface from 
the sum of the individual resistances to mass transfer.
A dispersion-free technique consisting of a microporous hollow fibre module was used in 
this study to examine the mass transfer properties of the extraction and stripping processes 
of copper across an immobilised interface system. The extraction and re-extraction 
(stripping) processes in this system were conducted under a wide range of operating 
conditions and produced satisfactory results. In general it has been found that counter 
current flow arrangement gave higher concentration driving forces which were reflected in 
form higher metal concentrations at the extract phase.
A generalised mathematical model was developed in this study which utilised Wilson's 
method, the experimental data, some dimensionless groups and the two-film theory to 
account for local resistances and predict the system's overall mass transfer coefficient. A 
correlation was established first to calculate mass transfer coefficients using a form of 
Leveque's equation which relates the two phase's physical properties and the system's 
parameters. The membrane mass transfer coefficient was calculated from the structural 
properties of the membrane material. While the resistance at the reaction interface was 
calculated under set of experimental conditions. The individual coefficients were then used 
to predict the overall mass transfer coefficient under any set of conditions by using the 
aditivity approach of the individual resistances to mass transfer. However, further checks 
and investigations are necessary to validate this model over variety of extraction systems 
and membrane configurations.
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Faqs The stripping phase volumetric flow rate. cm3/s 
Forge The rich copper organic (extract) phase volumetric flow
	rate. cm3/s 
J The mass flux of solute throughout the membrane module. g/s 
kaq The aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient. cm/s 
km Mass transfer coefficient across the membrane wall. cm/s 
korg The organic phase mass transfer coefficient. cm/s 
Kov The overall mass transfer coefficient. cm/s 
KOVC The calculated value of the overall mass transfer cm/s
	coefficient
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The overall mass transfer coefficient value found cm/s
experimentally. 
kr, Kex The reaction rate constant and the equilibrium constant
respectively.
ks The stripping reaction rate constant. 
Kw The overall mass transfer coefficient based on the aqueous
phase. cm/s 
kwt The aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient. cm/s 
L The membrane module length. cm 
MCU Total mass of copper extracted in single drop of the
organic phase g
MS The molecular weight of Escaid 110.
n Number of fibre tubes inside the membrane module.
Na The overall rate of mass transfer per unit area g/cm2s
per unit time. 
NAB The number of drops sufficient to fill 1cm3 volume of
the capillary tube. drops
NRBS The Reynolds number of the organic phase in the shell
side. 
NRet The Reynolds number of the aqueous phase inside the fibre
tube
NSCS Schmidt number of the organic phase in the shell side 
N$ct Schmidt number of the aqueous phase inside the fibre
tube
xx
Sherwood number of the organic phase in the shell side 
Sherwood number of the aqueous phase inside the fibre 
tube 
r<j The drop radius. cm
SME529  A commercial name used to define 2-hydroxy-5nonyl
	acetophenone, which produced by Shell.
T The room temperature during experiment time, in Kelvin. K
tm The membrane fibre wall thickness. cm
tr Drop rising time. s
V The drop's average linear velocity. m/s
Vc The volume of the capillary tube, (section AB
in figure. 3.1). cm3 
Vd The volume of single drop. cm3
VHR The molar volume of LIX984.
Vorg Volume of the loaded organic phase in the capillary
tube section. cm3
Vi The drop's terminal velocity. m/s 
a, b, y and (3 Constants.
The logarithmic mean driving force for copper concentration
at both ends of the MPHF membrane contactor. g/cm3
em The membrane porosity.
r\ Kinematic viscosity. cm2/s
0f Association factor of the organic solvent.
a The continuous phase interfacial tension. N/m2 .
xxi
|o^ The continuous phase viscosity. Ns/m
HD The dispersed phase viscosity. Ns/m
us The viscosity of Escaid 110 Ns/m2
pc The continuous phase density. kg/m3




Liquid-liquid extraction is a process in which a solute is transferred between two partially
miscible or immscible liquid phases due to its solubility or chemical potential. This process 
has achieved considerable progress in replacing conventional thermal based processes such 
as distillation especially in the separation or purification of products which could be 
damaged by thermal processing l>2 .
1.1 Liquid-Liquid Extraction of Metals
The recovery of metal through liquid-liquid extraction process has attracted world wide
attention from scientific and commercial sectors. This is due to the rapid success and 
effective cost reduction it offers in metal extraction in comparison to pyrometallurigical 
techniques. The technological advances in this area taken place so far in the improvement 
of new extraction reagents i.e. solvents. These solvents should have set of properties to be 
suitable for metals extraction; these properties can be summarised as follows:
1. High selectivity toward the metal species to be extracted
2. Low solubility in the aqueous phase
3. Free or low toxicity of the solvent through out the extraction process and in the 
downstream biological treatment facilities.
4. Easy to strip and recover from the aqueous phase and highly stable to be recycled within 
close loop.
5. Low cost and highly effective even with lower concentration levels (in a suitable carrier 
or diluent).
To achieve the fullest potential of the extraction process, research work is needed in the 
area of extraction mechanisms. The foremost requirement for a separation process i.e. 
liquid-liquid extraction is the phase equilibrium between phases involved. The equilibrium 
characteristics of an aqueous solution containing metal ions with an organic solvent 
containing an extractive reagent are the main focus of many research works '"' 7 . The wider 
interests include developing means of minimising the cost of predicting system equilibria 
through mathematical modelling. This is due to the fact that establishing equilibrium data 
by experimental means is often time consuming, with costly materials and labour and is 
remarkably difficult in some cases. Hence, it is often the case a limited amount of 
experimental data are generated and then correlation equations are used to estimate and 
predict the essential data over the required range of concentrations.
Some of these models are chemically and thermodynamically based while others are of an 
empirical nature. However, these models are still falling short of predicting precisely all 
changes in physical and chemical properties of systems involved. Some new mathematical 
models for the prediction of copper-hydroxyoxime system's equilibria that take into 
account the process main variables have been proposed in this work. Further to the phase 
equilibria, the characteristics of metal mass transfer and the influence of contacting 
technique on the output of the extraction process are also important.
1.1.1 Overall rate of mass transfer
The rate of mass transfer in liquid-liquid extraction of metals has important implications
for the performance of extraction process. The knowledge of the overall rate of mass 
transfer is essential for the design of an extraction process and process equipment. Mass 
transfer in metal extraction usually involves chemical reaction between the metal ions (in 
the aqueous phase) and the extracting reagent (in the organic phase). Since a chemical 
reaction is involved, the rate of mass transfer between the two phases will depend upon 
both the rate of actual physical transport of the reactants and the products in both phases 
and the kinetics of the reaction. The theoretical aspects of mass transfer accompanied by 
chemical reactions follow the same principles of well known theories of mass transfer 
namely; the two-film theory, surface renewal theories and the penetration theories. 
The process of mass transfer from the bulk phases across the boundary layer to the 
interface is through diffusional means unless enhanced by external disturbances such as 
mixing. While mass transfer where chemical reaction is involved should include the site of 
the chemical reaction between the metal species and the extractant at the aqueous phase or 
at the interface depending on the chemical nature of the reactants.
If the chemical reaction is much faster than the diffusion process, the overall rate of mass 
transfer will be controlled by diffusion of the reactants and the products. On the other hand, 
when the diffusion process is much faster than any of the chemical reaction steps, the 
overall mass transfer may be limited by chemical kinetics. Generally most liquid-liquid 
metal extraction processes appear to incorporate kinetic and diffusional regimes 18 . 
Many techniques have been employed to study mass transfer characteristics in liquid-liquid 
extraction of metals. The reported results from these techniques are varied due to the 
differences in contacting scheme and the hydrodynamic feature of these techniques. The 
single drop technique is one of the chosen techniques for studying mass transfer and kinetic
properties of copper sulfate-hydroxyoxime system in this work. This technique is chosen 
because of the advantages it offers i.e. known interfacial area and easy to construct and 
operate. However, all existing techniques for kinetic and mass transfer studies still suffer 
limitations and shortcomings. Therefore, the demand for an efficient and cost effective 
technique is strong.
1.2 Membranes Applications
One of the newly emerging techniques is free-dispersion membrane based liquid-liquid
extraction, particularly microporous hollow fibre membranes. This technique is used 
extensively in this study and it offers enormous advantages in comparisons to conventional 
techniques especially in overcoming the operational and scaling-up limitations. 
Membranes in general are permeable or semi-permeable materials made of polymer, 
inorganic or metals which are capable of hindering the motions of certain species. These 
membranes are diverse in their geometrical shapes and sizes ranging from thin flat sheets 
to large microporous hollow fibre contactors.
The uses of these membranes have increased significantly in recent years driven by new 
environmental legislation on waste gases and effluent treatment to cover traditional unit 
operations in the process industries such as gas absorption and liquid-liquid extraction 
beside the well established applications like filtration.
The intensive demands for larger applications of membranes technology in liquid-liquid 
extraction processes in general and in toxic and precious metals removal and recovery in 
particular have increased the need for a thorough investigation to determine membrane 
operational and technical parameters. This study concentrates on establishing mass transfer 
parameters of copper extraction and recovery of copper from an aqueous solution under 
variable conditions using a microporous hollow fibre membrane. The microporous hollow 
fibre membrane module, which is referred to here and after, as MPHF, is the unit where the
free-dispersion extraction and stripping takes place. This technique immobilises two- 
immscible phase's interface at the pores mouths in one side of the microporous membrane. 
The location of the interface depends on membranes wetability and pores size. Through 
this immobilised interface the required solutes are transferred between the two phases 
driven by a chemical reaction across the membrane wall, while the two phases flow on 
opposite sides of the membrane. A wide range of copper concentrations ranging between 
low level concentrations 25 ppm to relatively high concentrations of 3g/l have been used in 
this study.
It is important here to emphasis the fact that the equilibrium studies and mass transfer 
characterisations of copper sulfate-hydroxyoxime system which have been carried out in 
this work are useful for the construction of conventional metal extraction equipment as 
well as for the design of membrane based metal extraction processes. The experimental 
work in this study covers some aspects of metal extraction mass-transfer features in a 
single drop technique and a hollow fibre membrane. The promising features of a MPHF 
membrane based metal extraction process and its ability to replace existing conventional 
technique i.e. mixer settler is one of the motivations behind this study. 
As part of this study a survey of the relevant literature indicated a need for an 
understanding of copper extraction with chelating agents. Hence, the experimental work in 
this thesis is planed to focus on the following areas:
1. Determine and clarify all operating conditions on phase equilibria between aqueous 
solutions of copper and newly introduced hydroxyoximes (LIX) reagents, such as 
LIX84®, LIX860® or LIX984®.
2. Development of mathematical models, which can estimate efficiently the 
concentrations of copper to be extracted by these hydroxyoximes under set equilibrium 
conditions.
3. Clarify through detailed experimental work the reaction and mass transfer mechanisms 
of copper extraction with the above extractants, which have not been investigated or 
reported in the literature.
4. Characterisation and measurement of the overall mass transfer coefficient of copper in 
LIX984 over a wide range of conditions in both single-drop technique and MPHF 
contactors.
5. Development of general mathematical equations for MPHF membrane based extraction 
unit for the extraction of heavy metal such as copper from wastewater and weak 
leached mine deposit.
The results of the equilibrium stage and mass transfer mechanisms in the dispersion-based 
and dispersion-free techniques (i.e. rising single drop and microporous hollow fibre 
membrane respectively) are listed in Chapter 4. While the data analysis and thorough 
discussion of this study finding are presented in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER TWO
2 LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 An introduction to liquid-liquid extraction
Liquid-liquid extraction is a process in which a solute is transferred from one liquid phase 
(called the feed) into partially miscible or totally immscible liquid phase (called the 
solvent). The remaining of the feed solution after the contacting stage is called the 
raffinate, and the solvent containing the desired component is called the extract M . Liquid- 
liquid extraction is used to separate solutes which are either difficult or impossible to 
separate by conventional thermal techniques such as distillation. Therefore this process is 
widely used in the following fields:
  Separation of close boiling point mixtures such as isomers.
  Separation of heat sensitive components to avoid temperature damage that might 
be caused by thermally driven separation.
  Removal of organic from wastewater which has better prospect of energy saving 
over ordinary separation by evaporation.
  Recovery of non-volatile materials as in extracting metals from their mineral
deposits.
The employment of solvent extraction has grown rapidly in the petrochemical industry 
(refining of lubricating oil, and production of aromatic hydrocarbons), at the same time it is 
widely used in the pharmaceutical industry for the purification of anti-biotics 2 . While in 
metal processing, solvent extraction was first reported as an analytical tool for the 
separation of most metals in the periodic table5"8 -An enormous number of publications 
covering both the engineering and the chemistry aspects of extraction are reported in 
literature 1 '2 '6" 16 .In contrast the practical and design aspects of solvent extraction processes
are not widely publicised, partly because the equipment and systems design have been 
largely in the hands of equipment suppliers. Nevertheless many authors have explained in 
some details the design principles and the main parameters for some extraction 
equipment3 ' 15 ' 19 .
2.1.1 Metals separation by liquid-liquid extraction
Solvent extraction of metals was first reported as an analytical method in many parts of the 
world20'21 . This process was rapidly developed as a consequence of a parallel development 
of inexpensive effective organic reagents (extractant). These subsequently led to the 
establishment of large scale processes for the extraction of copper, rare-earth metals and 
actinide and other metals from the hydrometallurgical leach liqours 19'22"23 . Liquid-Liquid 
extraction process is used for both purification and concentration in metal separation. It is a 
purification process because a single metal solute can be selectively removed from a 
mixture of metals solutes by choice of the organic extractant. It can be used as a 
concentration process because a small volume of an organic solvent can be loaded with a 
large concentration of the required metal from a diluted aqueous solution. There are many 
reasons for the commercial growth of metal separation by liquid-liquid extraction also 
known as (Hydrometallurgy) which can be summarised as follows:
1. It is suitable for the treatment of low grade ores and complex ores, especially in the 
metal industry as a gradual exhaustion of natural resources and the declining of the 
ore grade of many metals become eminent.
2. Environmental legislation of anti-pollution "clean technology" has set the limits for 
maximum metals concentrations in discharged effluent streams in which 
hydrometallurgical processes have proved successful in comparison to conventional 
processes.
3. Hydrometallurgy requires low capital and operating cost, because of the recycling of 
organic solvents and by product recovery.
4. Almost complete recovery of metal from ores is possible.
5. Liquid-liquid extraction processes for metal recovery are amenable to automatic
controls resulting in lower labour cost.
The development of liquid-liquid extraction processes has been considerably enhanced by 
the recent availability of variety of extractants which by chelation, ion exchange or 
solvation selectively separate metals from aqueous solutions. This has led to solvent 
extraction gaining favour in the metal industry, so that in recent years some over 100 plants 
of different size are in operation and more are under construction throughout the world in 
the processing of 25 different metals3 .
2.1.2 Copper extraction technology
Primitive Hydrometallurigical processing of pyrites containing copper sulfate was practised 
at Rio-Tinto in Spain since the 1700's where the first large scale leaching process was 
reported 24 . In the last 50 years copper production has increased world-wide especially after 
the successful use of highly selective reagents and electrowinning compound processes. 
This is reflected in the size and magnitude of copper extraction plants, which are larger 
than any other type of solvent extraction plants presently in operation.
Copper extraction from its ores listed in table 2.1, has been described by Ritcey ( 1984) as 
a three steps process; extraction, scrubbing and stripping 25 . The aqueous solution (feed) 
containing the metal and the organic solvent is fed in a counter current manner into the 
extraction stage. In this stage a mass transfer process takes place in which the required 
metal is transferred from the aqueous phase to the organic solvent. The aqueous phase 
outlet (Raffinate) is either further re-extracted in another extraction stage or recycled to the
heap. While the outgoing organic phase (extract) is fed counter currently into another 
contactor where it is scrubbed with a suitable scrub solution to remove any impurities. 
Normally scrubbing is achieved by water or diluted acid23 . The scrubbed loaded solvent is 
then pumped into the stripping stage where the final phase of mass-transfer takes place. In 
this stage the metal is transferred from the organic phase into a low pH aqueous phase. The 
concentrated aqueous solution produced here is then pumped to the electrowinning unit in 
which the copper metal is deposited at the cathodes. The first plant to use liquid extraction 
electrowinning sequence was the Ranchers Bluebird mine at Arizona26"27 . While the 
largest copper plant using this process went into production in 1974 in Zambia3 .































































Figure 2. 1: General process of copper extraction, where the symbols; (Ex) is extraction stage, 
(Sc) is scabbing stage and (St) is stripping stage. Source is Ritcey and Ashbrook23 .
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2.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF PHASE EQUILIBRIA IN LIQUID-LIQUID 
EXTRACTION
An initial requirement for the design of a liquid-liquid extraction plant is the knowledge of 
solute distribution behaviour under the proposed operating conditions. This and the search 
for a better understanding of solute transfer mechanisms were the reasons for many 
publications on this subject l '3 - 13 - 19 . The various ways in which distribution equilibria can 
be treated have been covered by Marcus and Kertes 18 . Extraction equilibrium studies of a 
metal species are often described in terms of metal distribution coefficient (E , D or m) 
between the aqueous and organic phases which has appeared in many publications25 '28"29 as 
follows:
Concentration of metal in the organic phase m =
Concentration of metal in the aqueous phase
This Coefficient is useful in guiding the selection of the organic solvent (extractant) 
especially when the aqueous solution contains more than one metal species, each of which 






Figure 2. 2: The extraction tendencies of different metals in two different extractants, (A) in 
D2EHPA and (B) in Nephthaneic acid 23'30 .
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In general metal extraction equilibria can be described by the following equations: 
Mn+aq +nHRorg > MRnorg + nH2+aq 2.1 
The equilibrium constant for this equation is:
_.,
"*
Then equation 2.2 could be rearranged as follows:
— 2.4
t \
Taking the log of both sides will result:
Logm = LogKex + nLog[HRorg ] - nLog[H^ ] 2.5
or Logm = LogKex + nLog[HRorg ] - npH 2.6
From these equations it is clear that equilibrium data are unique to the conditions under 
which they are generated. These equations also show the important relationships, which 
exist, between various parameters during equilibrium studies and indeed throughout the 
process of metal extraction. According to commercial research carried out by the Henkel 
Co.34,and others 30 With various metals using hydroxyoxime (LIX84®), the order of metal 









Figure 2.3: The positions of the equilibrium isotherm of different metals in LIX84 correspond
30to the equilibrium pH .
2.2.1 Modelling of phase equilibria
The published work on modelling the equilibria of liquid-liquid extraction of metal can be 
classified into the following categories:
1. Chemically based models which seek to model the data on the basis of known 
chemistry of extraction reaction and its conditions.
2. Thermodynamic relationships which consider the system behaviour based on an 
activity coefficient as a function of concentration and the Gibbs-Duhem equation.
3. Semi or totally empirical models which use generalised mathematical expressions in 
relation to the system conditions.
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2.2.1.1 Chemical based models
The earliest chemically based models considered the ion exchange mechanism for the 
extraction of metals with various reagents; hydroxyoxime (LIX series), di-2-ethylhexyI 
phosphoric acid (D2EHPA), trybutyl phosphate (TBP) etc. 31 "35 . The general form of this 
model can be expressed in a reaction equation as in equation (2.1). The equilibrium 
constant and the distribution coefficient for the reaction equation are given in equations 
(2.2) and (2.3) respectively.
During early sixties Madigan36 worked on the extraction of some heavy metals using 
D2EHPA and was able to develop expressions similar to equations (2.2) and (2.5). He 
suggested the following steps for the reaction equations:
1. The partition of the extractant between the organic and aqueous phases.
HR org ^ HRaq 2.7
R 28
2' 8
2. The dissociation of the extractant into anion and cation:
HRaq -   -+. H+ + R' 2.9
1 2.10
3. The formation of metal complex at the aqueous phase:
Mn+ + nR- « » MRn aq 2.11
[MRn ] K,= ———-2— 2.12
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4. Partition of the formed metal complex between the two phases:
MRn aq , » MRorg 2.13
Kt =- —— - 2.14
Finally he concluded that the equilibrium constant is:
Kex = Kt".K2".K3 .K4 2.15
Robinson and Paynter33 studied the operating characteristics of LIX65N® for various 
copper concentrations in the feed solution. They observed that modelling such equilibrium 
was affected by three variables, these are:
1. The copper concentration fed to the system. They asserted that a high initial copper 
concentration in the feed would result in a less favourable equilibrium curve (i.e. low 
concentrations of copper at the extract phase).
2. The acid concentration in the aqueous feed. They suggested that the equilibrium be 
strongly affected by the amount of sulphuric acid in the aqueous solution. Where 
solutions with a low pH tended to depress the equilibrium curve.
3. The concentration of the active oxime, in the organic phase fed to the system, where 
they found the higher the LIX65N concentration the more favourable the equilibrium 
curve (i.e. high concentration of copper at the extract phase).
Interpolation of Robinson's results through a polynomial mathematical model by Hughes 
et al. (1975) gave an average error of 2.5% from the experimental data37 . Flett et al., 
(1973)38 suggested a reaction mechanism for copper extraction with LIX65N similar to
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that proposed by Madigan 36 . They found that a graphical relationship between the 
distribution coefficient in form of (Log m) and the system's pH at constant acid 
concentrations was a straight line with a slope of 2 which represent the metal valency in the 
case of Co and Ni but greater that 2 for copper. They concluded that equilibrium reaction 
equation still could be presented as in equation 2.1.
All chemical based models which have been reviewed here and others reviewed before25 '39, 
have suffered limitations of accuracy in representing a system equilibria. These limitations 
can be summarised as follows:
  The models are based on the chemistry of the system, therefore a prior knowledge 
of the reactants physical and chemical properties is required which is quite difficult 
especially for a commercial reagent mixtures.
  A great deal of experimental effort is required to determine the reactants behaviours 
in the reaction system which is perhaps not worthwhile when other simpler models 
can give just as good a fit.
2.2.1.2 Thermodynamic based models
At equilibrium if the activity coefficient of a solute is equal in both liquid phases as 
expressed by equation (2.16), the solute will partition evenly between the two phases 3 .
u = (YiyOorg 2.16
and m=yi/xi = (yj)aqu
Where y, is the activity coefficient of the solute i, x, y are the mole fraction of component i 
in the aqueous and organic phase respectively.
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But if the activity coefficient is high at the aqueous feed phase and low at the organic 
(extractant), then mole fraction ratio of the extract to the raffinate will be high and 
consequently the distribution coefficient (m) will be desirably high. Thus a solvent with 
this property is more suitable for a selective extraction process.
Numerous mathematical models have been proposed to predict the equilibrium of liquid 
system behaviour based on the activity coefficients and the molar free Gibbs energy of its 
composition. Brisk and McManamey 39'40 , Bromley 41 '42 and Renon 43 were among the early 
researchers who proposed simple empirical equations relating activity coefficients to binary 
liquid compositions. Brisk et al.39'40 studied the distribution of metals on dimeric acidic 
reagents and suggested the following relationship of activity coefficient for thermodynamic 
equilibrium constant:
-I 1 TZ.I I
'ore "1
Where YM Orq, YM aqu are the activity coefficients of metal in the organic and aqueous phases.
Flory 44 and Muggins 45 investigated the thermodynamic behaviours of polymer (non- 
crystalline) in a solvent and proposed the following equation for the relation of the system 
compositions in respect to Gibbs free energy:
Ge ^ T V> -> i c    = > x.Ln— - 2.18
RT tT x
2.19
Ge is free Gibbs energy, Vj, Xj are the volume and mole fraction of the component i 
respectively, and Vj is the molar liquid volume of pure i.
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Mahmood 46 has reviewed most of Gibbs free energy based models and proposed a 
correlation for phase equilibria of solvent extraction of metal based on a thermodynamic 
approach employing relationships between the activity coefficient of the elements and 
phase concentrations. While the enthalpy and entropy changes and their effects on 
extraction equilibria have been discussed in detail by Marcus 47 .
In spite of the enormous efforts to model the equilibrium data based on the system 
thermodynamic properties, it is still a very difficult and time consuming process to 
establish for every system the precise thermodynamic changes throughout the extraction 
process especially for those systems that involve reaction and complexation processes.
2.2.1.3 Semi or totally empirical models
Semi-empirical models for liquid-liquid equilibria are usually based on its analogies to two 
phase systems such as vapour-liquid equilibria and gas adsorption equilibria. Ellis has 
proposed that the curvature of the liquid-liquid equilibrium curves are similar to the 
adsorption isotherm48. He assumed that the curvature was due to the reduction of the 
extractant concentration as a result of the reaction between the extracted substance and the 
extractant. loannou et al.49 studied the equilibrium behaviour of lanthanide metals in 
D2EHPA solutions. They suggested a model consisting of a series of linear terms similar to 
Raoult's law and a series of non-linear terms to correlate and predict the deviation of their 
multi component systems. Raoults law for a vapour-liquid system can be expressed as 
follows:
Pi = PVjXj
Where pj is the partial pressure of component (i) in the vapour phase, Pv, is the vapour 
pressure of pure (i) and Xj is the mole fraction of component i in liquid phase. They
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proposed that for a liquid-liquid system the PvjXj term could be substituted with y*jXj or as :
Yorg =y*Xia(| (2.20)
Where (Yorg) the concentration of component i in the organic phase, y*j is the molarity of 
the component i in the equilibrated organic phase for a single solute system, and (Xjaq) is 
the mole fraction of component i in the aqueous phase.
While for a binary system they proposed they following equation:
(YT)org = (y*iXiaq) + (y'jXjaq) + Ayi + Afl (2.21)
YT is the total concentration of the binary metal solutes (i, j ) in the organic phase. Ay,,Ayj 
are the deviations from ideality.
loannou et al.49, Sharp and Smutz 50 and Goto 51 all have proposed totally empirical models 
based on polynomial relations to interpolate their equilibrium data. These models were 
reported to be able to predict the behaviour of multi component system, i.e., five lanthanide 
solutions in Sharp work 50 . However, I believe these model can not be reliably used beyond 
the range of experimental data used to generate the polynomial, since the chemistry of the 
process may begin to change in this extrapolated range of conditions.
2.3 THE CHEMISTRY OF REACTIVE EXTRACTION OF METALS
Liquid-liquid extraction chemistry of metals has developed rapidly in the last quarter of a 
century, this can be seen from the number of papers discussing this process in the 
international conferences and publications 1 -3' 13 > 18-20'22-25'52 jne chemistry of metal 
extraction process has been classified into many divisions. Some of them based on the type 
of reaction controlling the transfer of metal species from the aqueous into the organic 
phase, others classified according to the type of the extractants or solvent used l8192552 .
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Metal salts are generally soluble in an aqueous solution due to the high dielectric constant 
of water (which reduces the energy required to separate oppositely charged ions), and also 
because of solvation of metal ions in water. In order that metal ions can transfer to the 
organic phase, the solvated water must be displaced with a neutrally charged species 
preferably containing a hydrophobic group such as long hydrocarbon chain. Extractants 
which react with metal ions to convert them to extractable complexes are always diluted in 
an organic carrier (diluent).
2.3.1 Types of extractants and their requirements
Many classifications for commercial extractants have been proposed I8>53 > 54? but according 
to Ritcey's 25 classification there are three main groups, namely:
  Acidic extractants
  Chelating extractants
  Extractants containing phosphorous-sulphur bonds
Generally for any extractant to be successful in metal extraction applications it has to fulfil 
the following requirements:
1. It must be immscible or have a very low solubility in the aqueous solution.
2. Extractants should have good solubility in organic diluents and be capable of 
withstanding long periods of recycling in the extraction circuit without 
decomposition or degrading and have a defined kinetics.
3. It should not form emulsions during contacting process such as mixing and should 
have good coalescing properties.
4. Extractants must have a high metal loading capacity, and can be easily stripped of 
the extracted metal.
5. Extractants should be non-toxic, non-volatile and non-flammable since these 
properties are very important for safety and operational conditions.
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6. It should be inexpensive and its starting materials should be readily available.
All commercial extractants are diluted with organic carriers (diluents) before they are fed to 
the extraction process. These diluents are either pure organic solvents e.g. hexane, toluene 
or crude oil mixtures of aromatic and aliphatic fractions such as kerosene.
In this work chelating extractants were used especially hydroxyoximes (known as LIX as in 
LIX84®, LIX860® and LIX984®) due to their high stability and high extraction tendencies 
for copper from acidic leach liquor 30 . Therefore a brief summary of their extraction 
mechanism is reviewed. Chelating agents molecules have two functional groups 
participating in the reaction with the metal ions. One of those groups is an OH or HS, and 
the other is a basic functional group such as nitrogen, oxygen or sulphur atoms capable of 
co-ordinating with its donor properties to the metal. Marcus et al. 18 suggested that the 
solubility of the chelating agents depend on the basic nature of the co-ordination site and 
the acidity of the OH group and also metal co-ordination ability. Structural features of the 
chelating molecule affected by both the acidic nature of the OH group and the basic 
strength of the donor atom, which will then affect the extractive effectiveness of the 
chelating extractant. The general reaction equation is given by:
(Mn+)aqu + (nRH)org   > (MRn )org + (nH+)aq
The reaction between metal cation and any of the chelating agents will involve release of 
hydrogen ions into the aqueous phase at the instant a neutral metal complex is formed. 
Therefore, the degree of metal extraction depends to a large extent on the pH of the 
aqueous phase. Cox et al.53 suggested that an increasing charge to radius ratio of the metal
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cation will increase the degree of metal extraction. The mechanism of the reaction between 
the metal species and the chelating extractants is largely characterised by the location of 
such a reaction, this will be discussed further in the kinetic section of this work.
2.4 THE LOCATION OF THE CHEMICAL REACTION AND ITS KINETICS IN 
METAL EXTRACTION
There is a considerable disagreement among many of those who are working on metal 
extraction concerning the precise site and mechanism of the reaction and transfer of metal 
species. The main disagreement in the literature can be divided into three groups and these 
are:
1. Researchers who have interpreted their kinetic data with the help of reaction 
orders with respect to the metal ion, extractant and the solution's pH 55 . They 
concluded that the rate of metal transfer process is accompanied by a diffusion 
process, but they could not determine where or how such a process proceeded. 
The mechanism of metal transfer, therefore, cannot be well understood by this 
approach.
2. Freire at al. 56 asserted from their kinetic data on reaction orders and the effect of 
diluent that the metal complex formation takes place in the aqueous phase. This 
could not be extended to those chelating agents and their organic diluents which 
have very low solubility in water.
3. Flett et al. 38 and Harada et al. 57 found that commercial chelating agents are 
strongly surface-active and less soluble in aqueous solutions. Therefore, they 
asserted that the heterogeneous complex formation reaction locus would be the 
interfacial zone. The mechanism of interfacial reaction has been reviewed by 
Harada et al. 57 and they proposed a model to explain the distribution of reactants
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at the interface as in figure 2.4. This was also confirmed by Komasawa et al.58'59 
who suggested that the chelating agents have to be adsorbed at the interface and 
also added that the neutral complex formation at the interface is the rate 
controlling step.
b«nzoyl«c«tone
Figure 2. 4: Illustration of the ions distribution and the position of an interfacial reaction in a 
microemulsion droplet, proposed by Harada and Kisahda 57 .
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4. While others 60'61 asserted a reaction at the bulk phase or in a narrow zone 
adjacent to the interface in the aqueous side, as shown in figure 2.5
Aqueous phase 
nH+ Mn+
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Figure 2. 5: Systematic representation of cationic metal extraction reaction at a narrow thin layer 
in the aqueous side of the interface, Inoue et al.62 
* n=2 for divalent metals.
For copper extraction, Komawasa et al. 58' 59 suggested that metal-chelating agent reaction is 
accompanied by a diffusion process. The reactants (metal and organic active species) have 
to diffuse from the bulk phases to the interfacial reaction zone, and the products (hydrogen 
ion and the metal-organic complex) must diffuse away from the zone. The diffusional 
properties of those species are always affected by the hydrodynamic features of the 
contacting technique.
The complicated features mentioned above highlight the important factors in the rate of 
extraction process, these are the kinetics of the neutral complex formation reaction and its 
locus, the solubility and the diffusional properties of the chelating agents. These 
factors play the main role in the design of the process contactors. If the reaction rate is slow
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then a long residence time is required and so are large mixing sections to give enough 
contacting time. In contrast if the reaction has fast kinetics then suitable contactors would 
be of rotary column or centrifugal types.
2.5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE RATE AND 
KINETIC STUDIES
Many studies have been performed on the rate of mass transfer of metal extraction and the 
kinetic behaviour of heterogeneous reactions involving metal solutes in a liquid-liquid 
system. It is apparent that different results were obtained from various workers studying the 
same chemical system. This could be attributed to the fact that the researchers have used 
different contacting techniques and a wide range of metal solutions and extractant 
concentrations. The variation on the contacting techniques would lead to variation on the 
hydrodynamic features of the studied system. These variations consequently affected the 
rate of mass transfer. Different experimental techniques have their merits and shortcomings 
even if they used for the same system. The most common experimental techniques which 
have been used for the rate of metal transfer in liquid-liquid extraction and their relevant 
references are summarised as follows:
1. Stirred tank; this included a mixer settler arrangement
2. The AKUFVE 64 .
3. Lewis cell (the stirred cell) 65'66 .
19,23,62
674. Hahan cell (the static constant interfacial cell) .
fO
5. Laminar Jets .
,696. Growing drops .
7. Wetted column (falling film)70 .
8. Single drop (rising or falling drops)51 '55 '71 .
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Many of the techniques listed above have found limited use in the studies of the rate of 
mass transfer of metals in liquid-liquid systems involving commercial operational 
conditions. In the present work, rising drop technique was used to study the properties of 
the rate of mass transfer and reaction kinetics of copper sulfate aqueous solution and 
LIX984, more details are given in chapter three.
The principles of the single drop technique are to produce drops of one phase at the tip of a 
stainless steel needle or capillary glass tube and the drops rise or fall through a vertical tube 
filled with the second phase. If the drops (dispersed phase) are lighter than the continuous 
phase, the drops are made to rise, otherwise the drops are made to fall through the 
continuous phase. The rising or falling drops then coalesce at the end of the column, from 
where a known number of drops is collected for analysis. The rate of mass transfer can be 
calculated based on the drops traveling time, the average drop size and the amount of metal 
transfer per unit volume of single drop.
One advantage of this technique is the ability to measure the interfacial area. The interfacial 
area of a single drop usually calculated on the assumption that all drops are totally 
spherical. Added to that, single drop equipment is very simple and easy to modify for 
studying the effect of other parameters such as temperature and drop size. Despite the 
popularity of this technique, it is still subject to some limitations. The assumption that all 
drops are perfectly spherical is not always valid, as the shape of drops depends on the 
physical properties of both phases and the hydrodynamic behaviour of the drops throughout 
the column. Another shortcoming of this technique that it doesn't produce drops in a 
situation similar to that produced in an industrial mixer-settler, but it can be used to 
simulate plate column contactors. Column contactors are not suitable for slow reactions
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which require a long residence time as this needs a long column for any measurable rate be 
achieved. This will pose practical problems for experimental design and chemical analysis.
Liquid drops rising or falling usually are faster than solid spheres of the same size and 
density '. This is due to the mobility of the drop surface that is carried from the forward 
stagnation point to the rear by shear. The drop contents circulate internally in the manner 
indicated by figure (2.6). It has been reported that circulation within the drops can occur at 
any value of the droplet Reynold's number, if the continuous phase viscosity is high. The 
hydrodynamics of rising drops and the rate of mass transfer within their surface area have 
been under intensive investigations by many researchers 1>I3>19>72 . The rate of mass transfer 
of a metal during extraction is strongly influenced by the reaction kinetics and its locus, as 
well as the internal circulation of the drops.
Figure 2. 6: Circulation pattern in rising drop.
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2.6 ANALYSIS OF THE OVERALL RATE OF MASS TRANSFER IN LIQUID- 
LIQUID EXTRACTION
Many mathematical models have been proposed to describe the overall rate of mass 
transfer in liquid-liquid extraction systems. Any interpretation of experimental extraction 
data using mathematical models has to take into account the hydrodynamic features of the 
experimental technique used and the possible locus of any chemical reaction that may 
accompany the mass transfer process. Obviously the rate of mass transfer would be 
controlled by the slowest step. Therefore, the choice and the presentation of a model would 
require a prior knowledge whether the overall rate of mass transfer was controlled by 
diffusion mass transfer or the kinetic regime alone, or whether both processes may control 
which requires a mixed model of mass transfer with chemical reaction. The earliest models 
for mass transfer with or without chemical reaction were applied to gas absorption because 
of the industrial importance and the relative ease for theoretical treatment in comparison to 
a liquid-liquid system73 .
2.6.1 Analysis of diffusion controlled mass transfer system
The oldest diffusional mass transfer models were proposed for gas absorption by Whitman 
et al. 74'75 , Higbie 76 and Danckwerts 77 . In liquid-liquid extraction of metals and for a 
process controlled by diffusional mass transfer alone, the proposed models have been based 
on the approximate solutions of Pick s second law of diffusion. For example Komasawa et 
al. 59 discussed copper extraction by hydroxyoxime and interpreted the rate of mass transfer 
as follows:
- Coi ) = K^C^ - O 2.220 A at
where A= is the interfacial area
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C0 , Caq = The initial concentration of organic and aqueous phases respectively. 
C0, , Caqi = The interfacial concentrations of organic and aqueous phases. 
KO, Kaq = Mass transfer coefficients of organic and aqueous phases. 
For an average time of (t), the phase concentration will be (Q) then;
While Krong and Brink ' suggested the following equation for diffusion mass transfer in 
circulating drops:
2.24
-O ~<M - n-i v»p «p
where An= eigen value
Ct = concentration of the dispersed phase (droplet) at any time. 
Dd = diffusivity of the dispersed phase, 
dp = the drop diameter. 
cp = eigenvalue.
While mass transfer characteristics in rigid and oscillating spheres were reviewed in details
_ I "7Q
by Treybal and Hadamard .
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2.6.2 Analysis of kinetic controlled mass transfer system
Systems that are identified as purely kinetically controlled are often described by models 
based on reaction order with respect to concentration of the reactants. The general forms of 
these models are as follows:
ir \jf»* I
  I   ^a[M" + ] a ail x [HRY<>rg x [#*]'«, 2.25 
at
jr \jf»* I
 [  JfL = Kr [Mn+ ] a atl x [HRf arg x[/T]^ 2.26 
at
Where a,p,y = the reaction order to be found experimentally. 
Kr = is the reaction rate constant. 
[] = refer to species concentration in both phases.
Hughes et al. 79 reported that the rate of mass transfer for vanadium extracted by D2EHPA 
was of first order with respect to [VO2+]aq and half order in [D2EHPA] 1/2org, but inverse 
first order in [H*]^. They found the following rate equation:
Jag
While for copper extraction process many kinetic regimes have been proposed for instance 
Pratt et al. 80 reported the rate of copper organic complex (CuR2> formation with LIX65N in 
ethanol solution as follows:
?- 2.28
Danesi et al.,81 Komasawa et al. 58 and Harada et al.82 have all suggested the following 
equation for the rate of mass transfer under reaction controlled system.
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2.6.3 Analysis of mass transfer accompanied with chemical reaction
The theories and models of diffusional mass transfer accompanied by simultaneous 
chemical reaction are the most relevant to the present work and to many liquid-liquid 
extraction processes. Danckwerts83 reviewed the principles of mass transfer with chemical 
reaction in heterogeneous system and applied both the two-film and the penetration models 
for the treatment of mass transfer accompanied by second order irreversible chemical 
reaction process. Laddha13 have examined some limiting cases of very slow chemical 
reaction, fast reaction, instantaneous reactions, second order reactions and intermediate 
reaction regimes.
The phenomena of a solute i.e. (A) transformed unidirectionally a distance of (dy) by 
diffusion accompanied by a chemical reaction of an (n) order in one phase can be describe 




(Accumulation) = ( Molecular transport) - Reaction rate.
2.31
At a steady state process (   = 0), this reduce equation 2.31 to a second order
dt
differential equation of the form:
= Kr CA n 2.32
f n
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where kr= is the reaction rate constant.
CA= is the concentration of solute A. 
Systematically the process can be represented by the following sequence:
Diffi>Si°n(mas5transfer) ) —— - ——— - ——— : —— > MM" (mass transfer) > product 
Chemical reaction
Astarita73 has developed a model based on this basic principle and coupled with concepts 
of the two-film theory, he found that:
2.33
Where (NA) = is the average rate of mass transfer of component A per unit area. 
CAJ= the interfacial concentration of component A. 
CAb = the bulk concentration of component A where the reaction occurs. 
TA = the rate of chemical reaction in respect to A.
Hughes et al. 85 postulated a model based on two-film theory for extraction of metal by 
organic acid. The model accounted for reaction zone of variable thickness, so that reaction 
at the interface or into the diffusion film of the aqueous side can be examined together with 
the two-film mass transfer coefficients.
hi the present work a model based on the two-film theory accompanied with first order 
chemical reaction with respect to copper concentration is proposed to account for the local 
and overall mass transfer coefficients.
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2.7 MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY AND ITS APPLICATION IN LIQUID-LIQUID 
EXTRACTION
There has been growing demand for an efficient and cost effective process for the selective 
removal and recovery of organic pollutants and toxic metals from wastewater streams. 
Such a process is also needed for Hydromettalurgical extraction of valuable metals from 
low-grade ores. Conventional extraction techniques such as mixer-settlers, columns and 
centrifuges usually involve dispersion of one liquid phase into another liquid in forms of 
droplets to facilitate mass transfer. After the required species is transferred, the dispersed 
phase is usually separated by methods utilising density differences.
Membrane based liquid-liquid extraction technology, currently under rapid development, 
can establish a consistent, stable interface between the two phases. This feature has made 
membranes superior for eliminating problems associated with conventional extraction such 
as emulsification, flooding and loading. At the same time membrane based solvent 
extraction differs in principle from other membrane separations such as filtration and gas 
separation as there is no convective flow through the membrane pores, instead, the 
membrane acts as an inert support to facilitate diffusive transfer86 .
The use of membrane based liquid-liquid extraction was briefly reported for the first time 
in a Patent dealing particularly with dispersion-free solvent extraction using solvent-
87 ft ftswollen membranes in 1976 . Baker et al. studied copper extraction through a liquid 
membrane supported by a porous film. While Lee et al. 89 studied the principles of ion 
transport in a supported liquid membrane and differences to the transport in liquid 
surfactant membranes. They found that although the fluxes of species were similar, the 
liquid surfactant membranes were unstable. Descriptions of the mechanisms and reactions 
of carrier-mediate transport in liquid membranes have been proposed in the literatures 90~97 . 
Recently wider reviews have been published which cover membrane technology; history,
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future development and scope 98~ 102 . The above authors and others have all agreed in 
recommending that membrane based liquid-liquid extraction processes offer enormous 
advantages over convention extraction techniques. These advantages can be summarised as 
follows:
1. Dispersion-free extraction and stripping.
2. Very high contact area per membrane unit equipment available in very compact bundle.
3. No need for power consumption for mixing of the two phases.
4. Independent variation of process streams flow rates, this is a great advantage over 
conventional extraction which is plagued by problems of flooding, loading and 
weeping.
5. The membrane modular design eases scale-up and fitting of equipment.
6. The membrane module can sustain high pressure and
7. the ability to provide several extraction stages in a single module as compared to a 
single stage operation provided by a mixer-settler.
These characteristics and the rapid membrane technology developments have attracted 
scientific and commercial attention to study and apply membranes based extraction 
technology into a diverse range of processes. Some of these processes are still in a 
laboratory scale while others in a pilot plant scale. Lists of potential areas where 
dispersion-free extraction have been or can be applied are summarised in Table (2.2).
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• Extractive reaction 
  Metals extraction 
  Organics recovery by liquid-liquid extraction 
  Concentration of aqueous salt solution and acid.
  Protein extraction 
  Antibiotic separation
  Metals removal from edible oils 
  Flavour extraction 
  Extraction of ethanol from fermentation media 
  Extraction and fractionation of fatty acids from 
oil
  Toxic metals extraction 






2.7.1 Structural and configurational features of membrane extractors
The structural materials and geometrical shapes of membrane contractors depend to a large 
extent on the nature of the separation process, which they are utilised in. There are many 
forms in which membrane contactors can be built, but they have to take into account the 
properties of the contacted phases and the contactor long-term durability in facilitating the 
required species separation. Wide range of materials has been reported in the literature as 
suitable for building membrane extractors ranging from emulsions to synthetic cellulosic 
and polymeric fibres 101 - 106' 108 . Some of these membranes contactors and their structure and 
configuration are described in detail in the following sections. These have been chosen due 
to their promising technological features in liquid-liquid extraction processes.
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2.7.1.1 Emulsion liquid membrane contactors
An emulsion liquid membrane ELM is a three-phase system, which is stabilised by an 
emulsifier. This membrane can be formed by generating a stable dispersion of receiving
Of
(stripping) phase encapsulates within an organic phase . The process of preparing the 
membrane emulsion phase and employing it in an extraction operation can be summarised 
as follows:
1. An aqueous acceptor phase either acid or an alkali is emulsified in form of small drops 
(1-10 um) into relatively larger organic drops (0.1-1 mm). The organic phase may 
constitute of a carrier (ion exchanger) and surfactant to stabilise the emulsion.
2. Extraction stage, where the membrane emulsion is dispersed into a continuous phase 
solution to extract the required species.
_ QA
3. Emulsion membrane separation from the spent feed .
4. Solute recovery and emulsion break-up. In this stage the loaded organic is separated
from the internal aqueous recipient.
The organic phase is then recycled while the aqueous recipient is further processed to 
recover the solute it contains. Figure 2.7 is summarising the operational stages of preparing 







Figure 2. 7: Schematic diagram of ELM contacting process
However, ELM contacting processes have major problems, which reduce this technique 
efficiency and limit its uses. For example most ELM contactors suffer poor stability which 
causes partial rupture of the membrane emulsion drops and leakage of their content. On the 
other hand high stability makes it difficult to break the emulsion in the final stages of the
extraction process 86,109
2.7.1.2 Supported liquid membrane contactor
In general the supported liquid membrane (SLM) contactor consists of a three phases 
system; an aqueous feed phase, liquid membrane phase and a stripping phase110 . The liquid 
membrane phase is immobilised in a polymeric porous film, which provides mechanical 
support to the liquid membrane and facilitates easy species transfer from the feed phase to 
the stripping phase through the liquid membrane. The membrane phase is composed of an 
extracting agent diluted in an inert diluent and in some cases a modifier that enhances the
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pure reagents distribution coefficients. SLM contactors can be configured in several forms 
such as flat sheets or spiral-wond hollow fibre 98-'"' 113 . The support materials are chosen 
based on several parameters such as the support surface area, pore size, porosity, thickness 
and chemical stability. The supporting materials should be inert and chemically compatible 
(i.e. non-swelling) to all the phases present in the system for extended periods of time over 
the full range of likely process conditions " 4 . It is also important that the liquid membrane 
should wet the support material so that all the pores are completely filled. Therefore, 
displacement of the liquid membrane will be unlikely under pressure differences between 
the application phases. The mechanism of species extraction and recovery in SLM 
contactors is be illustrated in Figure 2.8. This figure shows that there is a two step 
transport mechanism of species A described in equation 2.34. The reversible reaction is an 
ion exchange, and the solute's (A) flux is linked to the extraction reagent's flux at the 
interface Zone I. While the Flux of species (A) from the liquid membrane phase into the 
stripping phase is coupled with the stripping reagent's (B) flux at the interface Zone II 
A + CB « * CA + B 2.34








Figure 2. 8: Schematic representation of, (A) set up of polymeric SLM device (B) species transfer 
mechanism during extraction process in SLM device.
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The liquid membrane can be introduced to the polymeric film either by pressurising the 
organic phase into the pores or by simply soaking the polymeric film in the organic solvent 
for some time, see Figure 2.8,A.
The major advantages of the SLM contactors are the easy process design, and the numerous 
applications that this process could fit into. However, these contactors still suffer of many 
problems such as: membrane stability which declines with time due to losses of membrane 
phase by solubility, osmotic flow of water across the liquid membrane, and membrane 
phase displacement from the support pores due to pressure differences between the 
phases96' 115 . This problem and many more technical deficiencies led to the search for more 
reliable techniques.
2.7.1.3 Hollow fibre containing immobilised liquid membrane (HFCLM) contactors
The HFCLM contactors have been built and developed due to their distinct features of 
providing mechanical support to the liquid organic membrane (solvent), and simplifying 
the extraction process. This technique was developed and used extensively by Sengupt et 
al. 115 Majumdar et al. 117' 118 and others n9 for the separation of liquid or gas species. These 
contactors generally take the shape of a cylindrical shell which contains two well packed 
sets of hollow fibres. One set of the hollow fibres carries the feed solution, the other set has 
the stripping phase flowing through and the organic solvent is immobilised in the 
interstices at the two sets of fibres in the contactor shell. The two fibre sets are connected 
to different ends of the contactor in such a way that the feed and stripping could be pumped 
through them in co-current or counter-current directions. The construction materials of 
these contactors, depends to a large extent on the nature and conditions of the separation 
process. However, the materials that widely used are hydrophilic or hydrophobic polymer 
bases. When hydrophilic hollow fibres are used and for instance the feed phase and the 
stripping phase are aqueous, the pressure of both phases should be kept lower than that of
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the shell side. This will help to immobilise the aqueous-organic interface at the fibres outer 
surface and prevent the aqueous phase from leaking into the shell side. Whereas if the 
fibres were made of hydrophobic substance, then the aqueous feed and strip phases should 
be in higher pressure than that of the organic phase contains in the shell which wets the 
fibre membrane walls. The extraction process using HFCLM contactors takes place into 
two steps. First, the immobilised organic solvent extracts the required species through the 
porous surfaces of the hollow fibres, which contain the feed solution by forming a 
complex between the extraction agent and the wanted species. The second stage is 
stripping off the extracted species from the organic complex through the porous surfaces 
of the fibres which contain the stripping solution. In the latter stage the organic solvent is 












Figure 2. 9: Illustrates; (A) a modem compact form of HFCLM contactor and (B) the extraction 
mechanism respectively.
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The HFCLM contactors distinguishing advantages over SLM and ELM contractors can be 
summarised as follows:
1. The HFCLM contactors may be operated in a variety of modes much more easily than a 
SLM contactor 98 .
2. The volumetric transfer rate of the required solute species in HFCLM devices are quite 
high in comparison with that of SLM and ELM contactors due to the high membrane 
surface packing density 98 .
3. Fibre wall defects lead only to a loss of the organic solvent through the hollow fibres 
which can be easily detected and treated.
Despite the advantages these contactors offer, they are still under intensive investigation 
particularly with regard to long-term immobilised organic solvent stability and the risk of 
dispersion of one of the phases into another under fluctuating pressures within the shell and 
the hollow fibres.
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2.7.1.4 Microporous Hollow fibre contactors
Microporous hollow fibre extractors (MPHF) are available in the shape of shell and tube 
heat exchanger. The dimensions of commercially available devices are ranging between 2.5 
to 10 cm shell diameter and 30 to 120 cm module length respectively 12°. The shell can be 
made of nylon, polycarbonate, polypropylene, ceramic or stainless steel and contains no 
baffles. The shell is densely packed with hollow fibres, which are usually made of epoxy, 
polyurethane or polypropylene 98' 120 . Figure (2.10) shows schematically the arrangement of 







Figure 2. 10: Cut view of MPHF membrane module.
There are two types of characteristics to be considered in the selection of a MPHF module 
for liquid-liquid extraction process; these are chemical and physical or structural. 
The chemical features to be considered can be summarised as follows:
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1. Compatibility: MPHF construction materials should be chemically inert with all 
organic and aqueous reagents present in the system. For instance modules with epoxy 
potting resin and polypropylene casings can withstand most chemicals except chlorinated 
solvents, Ketons and dimethylformaide. Further there are some devices which can tolerate 
extreme pH conditions and temperature up to 80°C 98. The presence of any incompatible 
reagents could lead to swelling of potting resin or casing substrates, consequently reducing 
the effective area of transfer which will lead to flux reduction and poor extraction 121 .
2. Wetability: There are two types of MPHF membrane module construction materials i.e. 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic. The hydrophobicity of the hollow fibres limit to large extent 
the side which will be wetted by the aqueous or the organic phases. In the case of fibres 
made of hydrophobic substrate, the organic will wet the fibres walls which will lead to 
immobilisation of the organic-aqueous interface at the pores mouth in the aqueous side if 
the aqueous phase flows inside the fibres, see Figure 2.11 ,A. Whereas in the case of 
hydrophilic membrane, the aqueous phase will wet the hollow fibres walls, hence the 
organic-aqueous interface will be at the fibre outer surfaces when the aqueous phase flows 
inside the fibre lumen, see Figure 2.1 l(b). To prevent any dispersion of either of the phases 
into the other the pressure of the two phases should be adjusted. The organic phase 
pressure should be higher than the aqueous phase side in the case of hydrophilic MPHF 
membranes. While a higher aqueous phase pressure should be employed at hydrophobic 
membranes 98' 122> 123 .
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(A) (B)
Figure 2. 11: Liquid wetting and its presser pattern in (A) Hydrophobic hollow fibre and (B) in a 
hydrophilic hollow fibre membrane.
The physical properties, which have to be considered during membrane selection, can be 
summarised as follows:
Thickness: the hollow fibre membrane thickness should be minimal so that the extracted 
species flow through the membrane would be unhindered. On the other hand membrane 
thickness should be sufficient to provide the mechanical support and sustain the fluid flow 
through it.
Porosity: It has been reported by Kiani et al., 122 that membranes with a pore diameter 
anywhere between 10~2-10~7 cm are suitable for liquid-liquid extraction systems 122 . The 
porousity of hollow fibre membranes should be as high as possible in order to maximise 
the effective surface area for mass transfer per unit volume of the MPHF module. Further 
the pores tortuousity should be minimal so that the diffusion path for the extracted species 
would be small and the porous surface would facilitate unhindered diffusion. This feature 
will decrease the time required for species diffusion through the fibre wall and increase the 
rate of solute transport.
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From reviewing the technical literature available it has been found that a MPHF module of 
the type Celgard® 2400, XI0 or X20 is the most suitable for the system under investigation 
in this study 123 ' 124 .
2.8 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF MASS TRANSFER IN MPHF MEMBRANES
Initial membrane based extraction studies were reported to be carried out using flat 
microporuos hydrophobic, hydrophilic and composite hydrophilic-hydrophobic 
membranes' U ' 122' I2S>126 . These studies have suggested that the overall mass transfer 
resistance to species transport across the membrane wall could possibly be modelled by a 
conventional procedure i.e. adding the local resistances. Sirkar and co-workers l25 have 
studied many systems of dispersion-free liquid extraction in MPHF membranes and 
postulated the following overall resistance equation for a Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)- 
water-phenol in a hydrophobic membrane, (the aqueous phase flows inside the fibres):
1 = 1 1 1 
Kwdt kwt dt mkm dm mkos d0
They defined Kw : the overall mass transfer coefficient based on the aqueous phase, (cm/s).
kwt: the aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient, (cm/s).
km : mass transfer coefficient across the membrane wall, (cm/s).
ko$: the organic phase mass transfer coefficient, (cm/s).
dj: fibre tube internal diameter, (cm).
dm : fibre tube external diameter, (cm).
d0: the shell side internal diameter, (cm).
In the equation above a new resistance to mass transfer has appeared in form of (l/km) 
which does not exist in conventional extraction processes, this represents the resistance to
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species transfer in the hollow fibre membrane pores containing the liquid-liquid interface. 
In general the overall mass transfer in non-dispersive liquid-liquid extraction can be 
expressed in the following equation:
J= K A ACLM 2.35
J_ p //">'" /-tout \ -p /f-ioul /-iin x faqi, 1-' aq " *- aq/ *org(W orq ~ *- ot%)
Where J: is the mass flux of solute throughout the membrane module, (g/s). 
K: the overall mass transfer coefficient, (cm/s). 
A: is the surface area of transfer, (cm2).
ACLM: the log mean concentration profile at both ends of the membrane module, 
(g/cm3).
and since the inlet concentrations and flow rates of both phases could be measured, then 
equation (2.35) could be re-written based on the aqueous phase conditions as follows: 
Faq(Caqin - Caq°ut)=K A ACLM 2.36




The numbers 1 and 2 in this equation refer to the ends of the MPHF module where 
concentrations differences of both phases can be measured and at the end numbered 1 the 
aqueous inlet and the organic outlet are located in counter current flow arrangement.
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The concentration profile in and around a microporous hollow fibre in a liquid-liquid 
extraction membrane module can be illustrated as in figure 2.12.
Organic
Figure 2. 12: Schematic diagram of copper concentration profile in and around a microporous 
hollow fibre during extraction process with chelating agent (HR).
In the figure above and in all dispersion-free liquid-liquid extraction processes in MPHF 
membrane modules there are elementary steps which govern the mass transfer. For a 
copper-chelating agent system which is the subject of this study these steps can be 
summarised as follows ^5,no,.27-no.
1. Diffusion of copper ions from inside the fibre lumen to the interface zone between the 
organic and the aqueous phase. The interface is located at the pores inner mouths if a 
hydrophobic microporous fibres membrane is used and the aqueous phase flows inside 
the fibre lumen.
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2. Diffusion of the organic solvent which contains the chelating agent through the shell 
side to wet the hollow fibres walls and then
3. diffusion of the organic solvent across the hollow fibres walls through the pores to the 
interface.
4. Reaction of copper ions and the chelating agent at the reaction zone i.e. the interface 
area.
5. Diffusion of the formed complex between the metal ions and the chelating agent from 
the reaction zone at the interface through the hollow fibre membrane wall, then through 
the boundary layer at the outside of the capillary fibres to the bulk of organic phase.
6. Diffusion of the hydrogen generated at the reaction zone to the aqueous bulk phase.
In broad terms liquid-liquid extraction processes in MPHF membranes can be sub-divided 
into three categories based on the controlling steps of solute transfer between the two liquid 
phases under free dispersion conditions as follows:
  Diffusion controlled non-dispersive extraction process.
  Reaction controlled non-dispersive extraction process and
  combined reaction and diffusion controlled dispersion-free extraction process.
The importance and the direct implications of diffusional and reaction forces in dispersion- 
free liquid-liquid extraction have been investigated by few researchers and can be 
summarised as follows:
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2.8.1 Diffusional mass transfer and boundary-layer resistance in a MPHF module
In this section the theoretical aspects of a species diffusional mass transfer across the 
immobilised interface in a MPHF membrane module is considered. In systems where a 
species (i) transports from an aqueous phase to an organic phase through an inert porous 
membrane due to chemical reaction influence or due to the species (i) solubility differences 
in the two phases, then the diffusion path and its characteristics has to be defined. In other 
words diffusional flow from the bulk aqueous phase to the organic phase or vice versa 
would encounter local resistances in the form of stagnant layers of solution near the inner 
and outer fibres surfaces and through the tortuous membrane pores in addition to the 
reaction resistance at the interface as described in the literature 86-92- l2SM31 \n this study a 
hydrophobic membrane was used, see figure 2.12, which illustrates the concentration 
profile of copper, the chelating agent (HR), the copper-chelating agent complex formed, 
the hydrogen ions generated at the interface, and other species present in the studied system 
of (CuSO4-LIX984). In section 2.8 the above diffusional steps of these species were 
highlighted in steps 1,2,3,5 and 6 under the following assumptions:
  Steady-state mass transfer through the interface with no immiscible displacement 
accruing through the pores.
  The organic-aqueous interface is located at the pores mouths at the aqueous-membrane 
interface.
  No solute transport through the non-porous surface of the MPHF membrane.
  Unhindered diffusion of species through the organic-filled microporous membrane of 
thickness (tm).
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The species transport (i.e. copper) in the boundary layers inside the fibres lumen and 
outside surface of the fibres can be simply expressed by film-type mass transfer as in 




While copper transport through the fibres walls could be expressed as follows: 
D „J — e]} CuR2 ,-<i _/" """ ~
Where Deff cuR2 is the (copper-chelating agent complex) effective diffusion which is a 
function of the species diffusion coefficient, membrane's porosity (em) and tortuousity (tm):
Deff CuR2 =(D CuR2em/Tm)
The above equations can be described by means of local mass transfer coefficients as 
follows:
tfa,=Mc£-O 2 -40
\r -if (C 1 -Com \ 241JV CuR2 ~ n'm\^ uR2 ^CuR1> £~~*l
N — k (C om — C ob ~\ 2 42Jy CuR2~ n-org\^CuR2 *-C««2/ ^..TA
Using an aqueous phase based overall mass transfer coefficient (Kov) for copper transfer, 
the overall rate of mass transfer can be expressed as:
tfcw-^CCS-CiJ 2.43 
Where C*cu is a hypothetical aqueous phase concentration in equilibrium with the bulk 
organic phase concentration Cobcu > and the distribution coefficient of copper between the 
two phases i.e. the aqueous and the organic is:
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A relation between the overall mass-transfer coefficient and the local mass-transfer 
coefficients can be redrawn as follows:
4_ = TL + _L + _L_ 2 .44
Where Cabcu : is copper concentration at the bulk aqueous phase, (g/cm3 ).
C'cu : is copper concentration at the aqueous phase-membrane interface, (g/cm3). 
: is the (copper-LIX) formed complex concentration at (the aqueous phase- 
inner surface of the fibre) interface, (g/cm3).
: is the (copper-LIX) formed complex concentration at (the outer surface of
the fibre-organic phase) interface, (g/cm3). 
CobcuR2- is the (copper-LIX) formed complex concentration at bulk organic phase,
(g/cm3). 
C*acu: is a hypothetical copper concentration in the aqueous phase interface in
equilibrium with the bulk organic phase, (g/cm3). 
C*ocu : is a hypothetical copper concentration in the organic phase interface in
equilibrium with the bulk aqueous phase, (g/cm3). 
DeffCuR2» DcuR2: is the (copper-LIX formed complex) effective diffusion and
diffusion coefficient respectively (cm2/s). 
NCu : is the rate of mass transfer of copper across the membrane-aqueous phase
contact area, (g/cm2.s). 
NcuR2: is the rate of mass transfer (copper-LIX formed complex) transfer through
the membrane to the organic phase, (g/cm2.s). 
kaq : is the aqueous phase mass transfer coefficient, (cm/s).
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korg : is the organic phase mass transfer coefficient, (cm/s). 
KOV : is the overall mass transfer coefficient, (cm/s).
Equation (2.44) shows that it is valid to represent the overall resistance to mass transfer in 
a MPHF membrane where species diffusion and solubility in the two phases are the main 
factors affecting its transfer, as has been demonstrated by Sirkar et al.98 and Kiani et al. 122 
In this study another important factor has contributed to copper transfer from the aqueous 
phase to the organic phase through the MPHF membrane wall. This factor is the chemical 
reaction between copper ions and the active component (LIX984) of the organic solvent.
2.8.2 The chemical reaction as a mass-driving force in dispersion-free extraction
In general mass-transfer occurs as a result of some potential differences or potential 
gradient (i.e. driving force) within the molecule surrounding which lead to molecules 
migration in the direction of lower potential 101 . Chemical reaction in liquid-liquid 
extraction has been utilised to enhance the extraction rate and refine the selectivity of the 
separation process. In membrane-based extraction, the reaction driving force can be 
considered an important factor in selective extraction of low or non-soluble species such as 
organic acids and metals respectively. The theoretical aspects of mass-transfer 
accompanied by chemical reaction have been proposed by Astarita 73 and reviewed in 
section 2.6.3 of this chapter.
In dispersion-free extraction the reaction front or location depends to large extent on the 
nature of the membrane used and the contacted phases wetability. In a hydrophobic MPHF 
membrane, the reaction interface between an aqueous solution and an organic solvent is 
located at the pores mouths at the aqueous side. Whereas, in a hydrophilic membrane the 
reaction zone is located inside the pores or near the organic phase side 98 . Guha et al ' l9 ., 
studied copper extraction in a HFCL membrane using LIX 84, while Teramoto et al l27 .,
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examined copper extraction in hollow fibre liquid membrane using SME529 . These 
researchers have proposed the same equations to calculate the rate of mass-transfer at the 
reaction zone. The equation could be written for the current system (copper-LIX) as 
follows:
+ 2HR ^ * CuR2 + 2H* 
t~" /~" i c1 r"- k r Lo.«~//* l ^<J-UR2 ^ H > , - _ 
~ Krl „ „, J ^->
1 C', C1 
Where:    CuR2 "* describes the reverse reaction at the interface.K" C" 
^•ex *~-RH
C'cu, C'HR, C'H+ and C'cUR2: are the interfacial concentrations of copper, the chelating
reagent, the hydrogen generated during the reaction and the copper-LIX reagent 
formed at the interface respectively, (mole/1).
kr, KCX-' are the reaction rate constant and the equilibrium constant respectively.
Guha and Sirkar" 9 also postulated the following equation for the rate of mass-transfer at 
the stripping side of a HFCL membrane device they used:
C" CC4' I 2 
\r — ir \r~3' r"sl v o/ /w "» 9 A.&^C« = kA.LCUR^ H * ~ &e<, ————^—————J Z t>
^H f
Where Cs'cu, CS'HR, CSIH+ and Cs'cUR2: are the interfacial concentrations during a stripping
process in a MPHF module of copper, the LIX reagent, the hydrogen generated
during the reaction and the copper-LIX reagent formed at the interface respectively,
(mole/1).
ks : the stripping reaction rate constant.
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If the chemical reaction is slow, then a new resistance (the reaction resistance) should be 
accounted for when calculating the overall mass-transfer coefficient based on local 
resistances. The reaction resistance in the current study is located at the interface in pores 
mouths at the aqueous side of the MPHF membrane and could be expressed as (I/ kr). 
Therefore, the overall resistance to copper transfer in a hydrophobic MPHF module could 




2.8.3 Measurements and correlations of the overall mass-transfer coefficient in non- 
dispersive extraction
In a MPHF membrane-base liquid-liquid extraction system, the overall mass transfer 
coefficient is a weighted average of the individual mass transfer coefficients in the feed 
phase, at the reaction interface, across the membrane wall and in the organic phase. 
Previous studies on mass transfer across immobilised aqueous-organic interface in a 
membrane have suggested that the overall mass transfer coefficient and the local 
coefficients could be related together using simple film-theory132' 133 . Prasad et al 111 ., have 
investigated the effect of eliminating the organic and aqueous boundary layer resistances on 
the overall mass transfer coefficient by selecting extraction systems with wide range of 
distribution coefficients, or by stacking a known number of flat membranes in the 
extraction cell " l>121 . It is obvious that the boundary layer film resistance in the aqueous 
and organic phases in the tube and the shell side respectively are a function of the 
turbulence in the system. Therefore, some methods of correlating and predicting these films 
resistance involve analysis of the physical properties and flow patterns of both phases by 
using dimensionless groups in form of Leveque solution as follows I01 - 107' I34 :
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1 . The aqueous phase mass transfer (kaq) in the tube side could be expressed in form of a 
Sherwood's number as follows:
2.48
2. The organic phase mass transfer coefficient (korg)in the shell side could be expressed in 
form of a Sherwood's number as follow:
2.49
Where NRC is the Reynolds number, NSC is Schmidt number, L is the membrane module 
length in cm, dt and dh are the fibre tubes internal diameter and the shell hydraulic diameter 
respectively, and a, b, y and 0 are constants. The value of the constant (a) was reported to 
be 0.33 for laminar flow conditions and ranging between (0.6-0.8) for turbulent flow 101 - 107 . 
While the constant (b) value was reported to be unaffected by the flow pattern and 
relatively constant ranging between (0.3-0.33) 107 .
The membrane resistance (l/km) could be accounted for by eliminating the film resistance 
under high flow rate of both phases in non-reactive extraction system, or by using a 
modified Wilson's plot, which involve plotting (l/KoV) against (l/NRe)n . A proper (n) value 
could be chosen to produce a straight line which can be extrapolated to in infinite flow rate 
where (l/NRe)"=0. At that point the value of (l/KoV) is assumed to equal to (l/km). While in 
a reactive extraction system the value of the intercept point at (l/KoV) is assumed to be 
equal to (l/kr+l/km) 101 ' 107 .
In this study the relationship between the local coefficients and overall mass transfer 
coefficient has been expressed in the form of local resistances to copper transfer which 
takes the form of equation (2.47) above. The local coefficients i.e. kaq, korg, kr and km have
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been calculated by combined Leveque solution and Wilson's plot. The experimental data 





This chapter includes detailed illustrations of all materials and apparatus, which were used 
in this study. The working conditions and the operating procedures of the experimental 
work are also discussed.
3.1 Materials and methods
In this section the general properties and the quantities of the experimental materials will 
be outlined and flow diagrams of some the experimental apparatus which were used to in 
the experimental work will be explained.
3.1.1 Copper sulphate solution
The aqueous solutions used for the equilibrium and mass transfer studies were prepared by 
dissolving known amount of copper sulphate (anhydrous copper sulphate) in a measured 
volume of de-ionised water. The prepared solutions pH was adjusted between 2 and 4 by 
adding few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid or sodium hydroxide.
3.1.2 The organic phase (Extractant)
Three different samples of alkalated phenol alkyl extracting reagents (LIX) were supplied 
by Henkel Corporation of Germany, which were diluted in Escaid 110  supplied by Exxon 
UK. The three LIX reagents used for the equilibrium experimental investigations are 
namely as follows:
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• LIX 84® (Ketoxime): a 5-nonylacetophenone oxime containing traces amount of 5- 
dodeylsalicylaldoxime in Escaid 110™.
• LIX 860® (Aldoxime): a 5-dodeylsalicylaldoxime containing traces amount of 5- 
nonylacetophenone oxime in Escaid 110™.
• LIX 984® (Mixture): an equivolume (50/50 v/v) mixture of LIX84® and LIX860®
The above three extractants were supplied separately by (Henkel Corporation of Germany) 
with original concentrations of 52- 60vol% LIX and 40-48vol% Escaid 110™, and were 
used separately without any further purification. In the equilibrium studies and mass 
transfer studies the stock samples were diluted with Escaid 110™ to the required 
concentration.
3.2 Measurement Techniques
The following techniques were used to monitor the main variables during experimental 
work:
3.2.1 Measurement of copper concentrations
Copper concentrations in both phases (the extract and the raffinate) were measured by 
using flamed base atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Parkin Elmer PU9100 
spectrophotometer) as follows:
Copper concentration at the raffinate phase was measured by taking 5-10 cm3 of the 
solution and diluting it with de-ionised water in a 100cm3 flask. Then the samples were 
analysed by atomic absorption spectroscopy, where their absorbances were recorded at 
222.6nm wavelength. Previously standard solutions of Cu2* (70-280 ppm concentration) 
were prepared. The absorbance of these standard solutions was also measured at 222.6nm
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wavelength. Copper concentration at the raffinate phase was obtained from the calibration 
curve, (appendix 1) corresponding to the recorded absorbance.
Copper concentration at the extract phase was measured by the same spectrophotometer at 
the same conditions, but first the loaded organic phase was stripped with 2M sulphuric 
acid. For example 5 cm3 of the extract was stripped with 20-30 cm3 of acid (2M H2SO4). 
The mixture was shaken for 10-20 minutes and then poured into a separation funnel. A 
sample (5 cm3 ) of the aqueous acidic solution layer was withdrawn and diluted with de- 
ionised water in a 100 cm3 standard flask. The atomic absorption of the diluted solution 
was measured at 222.6 nm wavelength and the corresponding copper concentration for the 
found absorbance was determined from the calibration curve given in appendix 1.
3.2.2 pH measurements
Acidity of the aqueous phase was measured with a digital Jencons 3015 pH meter (Jencons 
scientific Ltd). The pH electrode and the glass reference combination electrode were 
manufactured by Jencon scientific Ltd. UK. The pH of the aqueous solutions was adjusted 
by adding few drops of acid or alkali to keep it in the required range.
3.2.3 Interfacial tension measurements
The interfacial tension at the aqueous-organic interface was measured by ring method using 
a tensiometre manufactured by (Whate Electronic and Instrumentation Company Ltd.). The 
average of several readings was taken at the room temperature 24 ± 1 °C, but 
reproducibility was found to be with an average error of ± 20%.
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3.3 Equilibrium Studies
Intensive experimental work is carried out in this study to establish the equilibrium data of 
the extraction and the stripping stages of copper into and from the chelating agents. This is 
illustrated in following subsection:
3.3.1 The experimental procedure of the extraction equilibrium stage
Extraction measurements of copper in three different extraction reagents (LIX84® LOT 
number 9084070, LIX860® LOT number 1860102 and LIX984® LOT number 2984037) 
were carried out by contacting known volumes of the aqueous solution with similar 
volumes of an extractant (50 cm3 of each). The aqueous phase concentrations are in the 
range between 0.25xlO"3 to 20xlO"3g/cm3 (0.25-20 g/1) with a pH of 2-2.5. Copper sulphate 
solutions (50 cm3 each) were placed first in a 250 cm3 flasks. The organic phase was 
prepared by diluting the above organic stocks with EscaidllO to produce 10 or 20v/v% 
LIX concentration solutions. Samples (50 cm3) of the diluted LIX84®, LIX860® and 
LIX984® were added into the 250 cm3 flasks in three separate batches. The flasks were 
placed in a fixed temperature 25±1°C shaking machine (Gallenkamp) and contacted for 2 
hours under high speed shaking. After a total of 12 hours shaking the samples were 
removed and allowed to settle for 2 hours at a fixed temperature of 25°C in a water bath. 
The two phases then were separated in a separation funnel. The aqueous phase samples 
were filtered through a 0.7|xm filtration paper (Whitman) to remove any remaining organic 
solvent and separate portions withdrawn to be analysed by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer. Next 5cm3 of each of the organic phase samples were placed in a 50 
cm3 flask and stripped with 20-30 cm3 of (2M) sulphuric acid solution. The stripped 
solutions were analysed by atomic absorption spectrophotometer. Copper concentrations at
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all solutions were obtained from the corresponding standard calibration curve (appendix 1). 
The concentrations obtained of both phases were used to find the equilibrium isotherms.
3.3.2 The experimental procedure of the stripping stage equilibrium
Metals recovery from an organic phase and concentration into an acidic aqueous solution is 
known as a stripping or re-extraction process. Based on the equilibrium experimental 
results for the three LIX reagents. LIX 984 was chosen to study the stripping process. The 
procedure was as follows:
A stock solution of the aqueous phase of 1000 cm3 volume and 20 x 10"3 g/cm3 copper 
concentration was prepared. A range of less concentrated samples were prepared by 
diluting known volumes of the aqueous stock solution above with de-ionised water to 
produce aqueous solutions of concentrations ranging between 0.25 xlO"3 to 20 x 10"3 g/cm3 . 
A sample of 50 cm3 for each of the diluted solutions was placed into a 250 cm3 volume 
flask. An equal volume (50 cm3) of pre-prepared LIX984 with lOv/v % concentration was 
added to each flask. The mixtures were shaken for 12 hours under a fixed temperature of 
25 ± 1°C in the Gallenkamp shaking machine. Then the flasks were placed into a 25°C 
fixed temperature water bath overnight to achieve complete settling. The two layers were 
poured into a separator funnel where both phases were allowed to separate fully. Two 
samples (20 cm3) each of the loaded organic were withdrawn carefully from each 
equilibrium separator funnel and placed into 50 cm3 volume flasks. A volume (20 cm3) of 
0.5M H2SO4 was added to one of the 50 cm3 flasks, while an equal volume (20 cm3) of 2M 
H2SO4 was added to the other. The new mixtures were shaken for 12 hours in the 
Gallenkamp shaking machine under the same conditions as above. The samples were then 
transferred to a water bath and kept for 12 additional hours at 25°C fixed temperature to 
settle. Both layers of each sample (the stripped organic and the rich copper acid solution)
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were collected through a separator runnel. The aqueous acidic solutions were analysed by 
atomic absorption spectrophotometer and the correspondence absorptions were used to 
obtain copper concentrations from the calibration curve Appendix. 1. The resultant 
concentrations of the stripped organic and the stripping acidic solution were used to draw 
the stripping equilibrium isotherm.
3.4 Mass Transfer and Kinetic Studies Using Single Drop Technique
This technique has been chosen among other dispersion-based techniques due to the 
advantages it offers of known interfacial area and of easy operating condition. The 
interfacial area and its characteristics are essential elements in dispersion and non- 
dispersion based contactor design. In this study using a single drop technique a dispersion- 
based liquid-liquid extraction process was carried out. The dispersed phase (droplet) was 
always LIX984® of 10v/v% to 60v/v% concentration in Escaid 110™. The continuous 
phase was copper sulphate aqueous solution with copper concentration ranging between (3 
to7g/l)withapHof2.
3.4.1 The apparatus and set-up of the single drop technique
The apparatus basically consists of the following:
1. A set of four Pyrex tube jacketed columns having internal diameter of 2.5 cm. Each 
column had a modified top comprising a quick fit B24 socket. The columns were of 55, 
95, 149, and 187 cm length. Only one column was used at a time as in figure 3.1.
2. A Pyrex delivery unit fitted with a stainless steel needle of 21 gauge size which was 
fixed at the bottom end of the column. The delivery unit was connected by a 
polyethylene tube to the organic reservoir.
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3. A collection head fitted with a capillary tube of 1 cm3 volume in one side and a 
connection section to the aqueous phase reservoir on the other side. The capillary tube 
volume was first calibrated with water.
4. The organic reservoir is connected to a cylinder containing nitrogen-free oxygen gas 
using a polyethylene tube. The pressure of the system was controlled by a fine pressure 
control valve attached to the cylinder.
5. A thermostat water tank was used, and from there water at fixed temperature (25°C) 
was circulated through the column jacket by peristaltic pump.










Figure 3. 1: Schematic diagram of the main parts of single drop apparatus
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3.4.2 The experimental procedure for generating single drops
The following operating steps were used to generate single drops of the dispersed phase 
and control their flow:
1. Two litres of an aqueous solution with known copper concentration was prepared. At 
the same time 1 litre of LIX 984® was prepared by mixing 0.5 litre of LIX84® with 0.5 
litre of LIX 860®, then 0.2 litre of this mixture was diluted with 0.8 litre Escaidl 10™ 
to produce 20v/v% LIX984® solution.
2. The columns and all the glass parts of the apparatus were washed with distilled water 
and acetone and then rinsed thoroughly with water several times. The apparatus were 
then dried with hot air for 15 minutes.
3. The thermostat tank was filled with water and the temperature was set at 25°C.
4. Columns (one at time) were vertically clamped firmly to a metal frame built especially 
for these experiments.
5. After about two hours time the thermostat tank temperature reached 25 ±1°C, at this 
time the peristaltic pump was switched on to circulate water through the column and 
the organic reservoir jacket.
6. The delivery unit was assembled and connected to the organic reservoir. The valve (VI 
in fig. 3.1) was opened to fill the delivery unit with the organic phase and remove any 
air in this section. The unit was then attached firmly to the lower end of the column.
7. The aqueous solution was poured over gently into the top of the column and the liquid 
level was controlled by the valve connected to the aqueous reservoir, (V2 in fig. 3.1).
8. The column was lowered so that the polyethylene tube (which connected the organic 
reservoir to the delivery unit) was immersed in the water bath.
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9. A small pressure was developed at the organic reservoir by allowing nitrogen gas to 
flow in. The valve Vi was then opened and the flow of drops was adjusted to 
approximately 80 drops per minute by increasing or decreasing gas flow from the fine 
pressure controller which was attached to the cylinder.
10. The drops rising time was measured by using digital stopwatch.
3.43 Procedure for the rate of mass transfer measurement
The rate of mass transfer in the single drop experiments was determined by assuming that 
all the drops are uniformly spherical. Then the interfacial area of each single drop can be 
calculated from the known a volume of the capillary tube and the number of the drops 
required to fill such volume using the following equations:
3.1
The surface area of a single spherical drop is given by:
Ad = 47ird2 3.2
Substitution of equation 1 in 2 gives:
- 2/3 3 '3
Where Vc = 1 cm3 is the volume of the capillary tube, (section AB in fig. 3.1).
3Vd = is the volume of single drop (cm).
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NAB = the number of drops required to fill section AB of the capillary tube.
r<j = the drop radius (cm).
Ad = the drop surface area, (the interfacial area, cm2).
The concentration of copper extracted by the droplet of the organic phase was determined 
by collecting a volume of 1 cm3 of the loaded organic drops at the capillary tube. This 
volume was then transferred into 50 cm3 flask and stripped with 20 cm3 (2M H2SO4). The 
stripped solution was analysed by atomic spectrophotometer and copper concentration was 
determined from the calibration curve, (Appendix 1). The overall rate of mass transfer per 
unit area per unit time was calculated as follows:
Mass of copper extracted in single drop 
time x dt
V~)'N M
drop rising rop surface area 3.4
Rate .(
', *
Where Ccu org = copper concentration at the droplet organic phase at the top of the 
column, (g/cm3).
Vorg= volume of the loaded organic phase in the capillary tube section, (cm3).
Na = the rate of mass transfer, (g/cm2s).
The main results of single drop experiments in four different columns are summarised in 
chapter four and thoroughly analysed.
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3.5 Fabrication of Free Dispersion Liquid-Liquid Extraction Unit
A dispersion-free unit based on a microporous hydrophobic hollow fibre membrane was 
built in the laboratory. The main objective of building this unit is to study mass transfer of 
copper or any metal from an aqueous phase to an organic phase without any disturbances of 
the interface. Further to that, the unit was designed in such a way that mass transfer can be 
studied at very low or high flow rates, which has not been studied before. This unit consists 
of the following apparatus:
1. A wooden base and panel board.
2. Two magnetic drive gear pumps with a body, gears and bearings made out of 316 
stainless steel, which has been purchased from Cole-Parmer, USA. These pumps are 
single-phase electric supply with a performance of 0.25-2.5 litres/min at 30 PSI.
3. Two stainless steel Rotametres, equipped with fine tuning valves, model 65 mm which 
have a maximum flow rate of 1.5 litres/min and maximum pressure of 120 PSI. These 
Rotametres were purchased from Gilmont instruments, USA.
4. Four polypropylene tanks, two of them with a capacity of 40 litres of an aqueous or 
organic phase used as the feed tanks to the unit. While the other two tanks 20 litres 
capacity each were used to collect the products. These tanks were supplied by Merlin 
C4 T&D, UK. Specially modified covers made of Perspex glass were manufactured in 
our workshop to cover the feed tanks which were fitted with special inlets and outlets 
for the recycled and bypass stream.
5. Four polypropylene fine tuning valves purchased from Cole-Parmer, USA.
6. Fittings and connections are all made of polypropylene with size of 1/4 x 1/8 and 1/4 x 
1/4 NPTF. These were purchased from Cole-Parmer, USA.
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7. Ten metres of polypropylene tubing with 1/8" inside diameter and 1/4 outside diameter 
and maximum pressure of 120 PSI. The tubing is purchased from Cole-Parmer (Lot. 
06757).
8. Hydrophobic microporous hollow fibre (MPHF) membrane module (Celgard™ 2400, 
X10) made by Hoechst Celanece Separation Division, Aktiengesellschaft, Germany. The 
module contained hydrophobic microporous polypropylene hollow fibres with epoxy tube 
sheets in nylon casing. The details of the module are given in Table 3.1.
All the above components were used to build a free dispersion liquid-liquid extraction unit, 
which is capable of working under wide range of variable flow rates and pressures. Full 
details of the experimental rig set-up and its main parts are given in Appendix 3.
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Table 3. 1: The full details of the microporous hollow fibre membrane module.
Specifications of the module:
Overall length of module including endcaps
Case length
Case Diameter














Number of fibres 
Effective fibre length 
Fibre internal diameter 
Fibre wall thickness 








720Hoechst Celanese Corporation in Germany provided these specifications
3.5.1 Start-up procedure of dispersion-free liquid-liquid extraction unit
Experiments were carried out by, first running both pumps on full circulation mode where 
the aqueous and organic inlet valves to the MPHF module were closed and the by-pass 
valves opened. After five minutes the valve on the aqueous by-pass line was slowly closed 
till the inlet pressure gauge was reached 300 KPa. Then the aqueous inlet valve to the 
MPHF module was opened slowly while the outlet valves for both phases remained closed 
until the pressure reached 250 KPa on the aqueous side. The aqueous outlet valve at the 
other end of the MPHF module was opened gradually and the by-pass valve adjusted till
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the required pressure and flow rate were achieved. The same steps were followed on 
running the organic phase through the MPHF membrane apart from operating the organic 
outlet valve, which was slightly opened before opening the inlet valve to the MPHF 
module to avoid any pressure build up. The aqueous inlet pressure was in the range 
between 240-260 KPa and the outlet pressure was 375-395 KPa. While the organic phase 
inlet pressure was kept in the range between 200-230 KPa and the outlet pressure between 
60-100 KPa. The MPHF pores were always wetted by the organic phase, therefore the 
aqueous side pressure was always kept higher than the organic phase pressure to avoid any 
organic break-through to the aqueous side. The main parts of this unit are outlined in figure 
3.2 and full description of the unit is given in Appendix 3.
3.5.2. Procedure for continuous extraction in a dispersion-free contactor
In this process, 30 litres of the aqueous phase was prepared by dissolving a known amount 
of CuSC>4 in de-ionised water to obtain the required concentration in a make-up tank where 
it was mixed thoroughly for 10 hours. The same volume of the organic phase was prepared 
in a separate make-up tank by diluting a known volume of the fresh LIX984® in 
EscaidllO™ to obtain the required reagent concentration. The organic solution was also 
mixed for 10 hours. Then both phases were poured into the feed tanks and circulated for 15 
minutes in a close loop mode without pumping through the MPHF module by using the by­ 
pass line. The aqueous phase containing copper ions was first pumped through the fibre 
tubes or in the shell side until the required flow and pressure was reached. Then the organic 
phase was pumped co-currently or counter-currently on the shell or the tube side. The inlet 
pressure difference between both phases was always kept around 30-40KPa and a 
difference of 295-310 KPa was maintained between the outlet sides. In this mode of
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operation the organic phase wetted the fibre tubes walls and the interface area was kept at 
the pores mouth.
This process could be run to process larger volumes of the aqueous phase if the feed tanks 
were supplied with fresh solutions all the times. The process was run until one or both feed 
tanks contents were at low level. The low level indication on the feed tanks are safety 
measurements to protect the pumps from running dry. The products i.e. the extract and the 
raffinate were collected in separate tanks, where they were sampled regularly at 5 minutes 
intervals. The experimental set-up of this process is similar to that described in Figure 3.2.
-I
Q-
Figure 3. 2: A flow diagram of continues mode extraction in a dispersion-free unit; (1) the hollow fibre 
membrane module, (2) pressure gauge, (3) gear pump, (4) the aqueous phase feed tank, (5) 
the organic phase feed tank, (6) the raffinate phase collection tank and (7) the extract phase 
collection tank.
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3.5.3 Procedure for batch extraction in a free dispersion contactor
The feed solutions were prepared in a similar way to that outlined in section 3.5.2, but in 
smaller volumes i.e. 5-10 litres of each of the aqueous and organic phases were prepared 
separately and transferred to the feed tanks. A period of 15 minutes of full circulation from 
and into the feed tanks through the by-pass line precede the experimental run. The aqueous 
phase was first pumped through the MPHF module tube side or shell side depending on the 
flow arrangement. The aqueous outlet line from the MPHF membrane unit was connected 
back to the aqueous feed tank. In a similar manner the organic phase was pumped co- 
currently or counter-currently in the shell or tube side from where the output product was 
returned into the feed tank. This close loop mode process was carried out for a range of 
flows and concentrations for both phases. The process was carried out for a period of 3-5 
hours. The time required to complete this type of batch extraction depends on the processed 
volumes, phase flow ratios and feed and raffmate concentrations. Figure 3.3 provides a 
schematic flow diagram of this process set-up.
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Q
Figure 3. 3: A flow diagram of the close-loop batch extraction in a dispersion-free unit; (1) the hollow fibre 
membrane module, (2) pressure gauge, (3) gear pump, (4) the aqueous phase feed tank, (5) the 
organic phase feed tank, (6) the raffinate phase collection tank and (7) the extract phase 
collection tank.
3.5.4 Procedure for batch stripping in dispersion-free contactors
Copper recovery from the organic phase and concentration into an aqueous solution is 
defined as stripping and considered is to be one of the most important steps in metal 
extraction. In this study an acidic solution (0.5 molar H2SO4 stripping phase) was prepared 
from a concentrated solution of 99.9 % H2SO4 stock solution by diluting the required 
volume with de-ionised water in a polypropylene make-up tank with continuous mixing for 
5-7 hours. A known volume of the LIX984 was pre-loaded with copper in a special batch 
extraction process. The loading of LIX984 with copper was achieved by contacting an 
aqueous solution of known concentration with LIX984 of known concentration at a specific 
aqueous/organic flow rate ratio through the MPHF module. The obtained extract was
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analysed thoroughly by using Atomic Absorption spectroscopy, as described earlier. In 
some experiments the required copper concentration at the organic phase was achieved by 
mixing the two phases in equal volumes in a tank until they reach the equilibrium 
conditions. Then the loaded organic phase (extract) was further contacted co-currently or 
counter currently against the acidic stripping phase in a close-loop mode. The contacting 
mode in this process is similar to that in section 3.5.3. But in this process the copper ions 
transfer in the opposite direction to that of the extraction process. In this stripping process 
copper transferred from the organic phase which wetted the hollow fibres walls into the 
aqueous acidic solution. Both phases were contacted in the MPHF module and circulated 
from and into the feed tanks until the organic phase copper content reduced the required 
concentration. This type of transport and its results will be presented and discussed in 
details in chapters four and five of this study.
The flow diagram of this process is similar to that detailed in section 3.5.3 except that the 
aqueous feed tank contained acid solution while the fresh organic tank contained LIX984 
loaded with copper.
3.5.5 Procedure for continuous stripping in dispersion-free contactors
Both phases feed solutions were prepared in a similar manner to that described in section 
3.5.4, but larger volumes of both phases were used (30 litres of each phase). The solutions 
were first circulated from and into the feed tanks through the by-pass lines. Then the 
stripping acid solution (0.5M HaSO-O was pumped into the MPHF module fibre or shell 
side. When the required aqueous flow and pressure were achieved the organic phase was 
pumped into the shell or the fibre tubes counter-currently to the aqueous flow. The two 
phases were always partitioned by the hollow fibre tubes walls of 30um thickness. The 
contact process between the copper rich organic and the acidic stripping solution was
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taking place at the pores mouths of the aqueous side. The organic phase always wetted the 
hydrophobic fibres walls, therefore, the aqueous side was kept at higher pressure than the 
organic side to prevent any organic breakthrough. The membrane module outlet streams 
(i.e. products) were collected in separate tanks where they analysed. This once-through 
non-dispersive stripping has been carried out for a wide range of flow rates for both phases. 
The flow diagram of this process is similar to that outlined in section 3.5.2 but the feed 
tanks contain acidic solution and LIX984 solution pre-loaded with copper instead of copper 
solution and fresh LIX984 solution respectively. The results of this operation will be 
illustrated and discussed in chapters four and five.
3.5.6 Procedure for variable flow rates in dispersion-free continuous extraction
To establish the facts of how the two phases flow rate could effect the local resistance i.e. 
the film resistance on either side across the membrane fibre walls, a set of experiments 
were carried out. In these experiments one of the phases (the aqueous or the organic phase) 
was pumped at a constant flow rate i.e. low or high while the other phase was pumped at 
either a similar flow or on an increasing order of flow as follows:
Case 1. Organic at Low flow rate against increasing aqueous flow rate 
First the feed tanks were filled with 30 litres of known concentration solutions of both 
phases. The two phases were circulated from and into the feed tanks using the by-pass line 
for 15-20 minutes. Then the aqueous phase was pumped through the fibre tubes or the shell 
side of the MPHF module at 50cm3/min flow rate and 240-260 KPa. After 10 minutes of 
starting the aqueous phase flow, the organic phase was pumped into the free-side of the 
MPHF module co-currently or counter-currently to the aqueous phase. This operation was
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carried out until the organic phase started changing colour (from amber to dark brown) 
which is an indication of solute copper transferred from the aqueous to the organic phase. 
This mass transfer process showed a steady state condition after 5 minutes from the starting 
time and was left for 5 minutes further before sampling. Then the aqueous phase flow rate 
was increased to 100 cm3/min while the organic phase remained constant at 50 cnrVmin. 
The contact process was carried out for another 5-10 minutes before increasing the aqueous 
phase flow rate another 100 cnrVmin. This process was continued until the aqueous phase 
flow reached 600 cm3/min. After each increase on any of the phases flow rate, the raffinate 
and the extract streams were analysed on 5 minutes intervals. 
Case 2. High organic flaw rate against increasing aqueous flow rate 
This set of experiments were carried out with similar feed concentrations to those in 
case-1 and in a similar start-up procedure. But the organic phase flow rate started at 600 
cm3/min and remained at this level throughout the experiment run. While the aqueous 
phase flow rate was started at 50 cmVmin and increased in 100 cm3/min each time to reach 
600 cm3/min. In these experiments large volume of the organic phase (40 litres) was 
required while lesser volume of the aqueous phase feed 25-30 litres was used due to the 
high flow rate of the organic side.
Case 3. Low aqueous phase flow rate against increasing organic flow rate 
The same start-up procedure, used with the two previous sets of experiments was used here 
in a similar concentration range. The MPHF was operated with the aqueous phase on the 
fibre tubes of shell side flowing rate of 50-100 cm3/min. While the organic phase was 
pumped through the MPHF with a gradual increase of 100 cm3/min on its flow rate every 
5-10 minutes from 50 cm3/min to 600 cm3/min. The organic phase high flow rate of 600
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cm /min was achieved after 30-45 minutes of continuous extraction and continued for 
another 10 minutes before final samples were taken.
Case 4. High aqueous phase flow rate against increasing organic flow rate 
These experiments required larger volumes of the aqueous phase (40 litres) in contrast to 
experiments on case 3 where smaller volume was used (20 litre). The concentrations of 
feed solutions were similar to that used in case 3 experiments. The aqueous phase was 
maintained at 600 cmVmin flow rate and an outlet pressure of 380-395 KPa. While the 
organic phase flow rate was increased gradually between 50-600 cm3/min while its outlet 
pressure of 70-100 KPa adjusted to remain constant by closing slowly the by-pass line. In 
this experiment and all the previous cases both phases outlet products were collected in 
separate collection tanks and analysed.
3.5.7 Procedure for dispersion-free batch and continuous extraction at constant flow
The start-up procedure and the arrangement of these experiments are the same as described
in section 3.5.1. In batch extraction process both phases were pumped at the same flow rate
from and into the feed tanks through the MPHF membrane unit. In each run the experiment
was continued until the required raffinate concentration was reached.
In the batch extraction process, both phases were circulated at constant flow rate (high or
low) through the MPHF membrane. The experimental procedure for this process can be
described as follows:
4 litres of both phases was placed in the feed tanks. The experiments started by pumping
both phases at constant flow rate e.g. 100 cm3/min 3 hours or until there was no significant
changes in the outlet concentrations. The outlets were circulated into the feed tanks and
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sampling was carried out in 5 minutes intervals. When the required concentration was 
achieved, then the experiment was terminated.
The batch and the continuous mode experiments at constant flow were used to investigate 
the effect of minimising and maximising the boundary layer thin film resistance and mass 
transfer characteristics in non-dispersive apparatus. Full discussion of these experiments 
and their results are detailed on chapters four and five.
3.5.8 Copper concentration measurements in a dispersion-free unit
The sampling procedure used for both phases in and out the MPHF module depends on the 
mode of the extraction operation i.e. batch or continuous extraction. In batch extraction the 
starting concentration at the feed tanks for both phases were known but after 5 minutes of 
circulation through the MPHF membrane, the copper concentration at the shell and tubes 
inlet and outlets were changed. Therefore, samples were taken from both inlets and outlets 
at both phases after 10-15 minutes of starting time. Samples (10 cm3) of the aqueous inlet 
and outlet streams were collected at 15 minutes intervals. These samples were placed in a 
100 cm3 flask and diluted with de-ionised water to complete 100 cm3 volume. These 
samples then were analysed in the atomic absorption spectrometer where their absorptions 
were recorded.The corresponding aqueous concentrations were obtained from a calibration 
curve obtained at the same time and under the same conditions. The organic and aqueous 
outlet samples were collected at the same time i.e. at 10-15 minutes intervals. Samples (5 
cm3) of the organic inlet and outlet streams were withdrawn each time and placed into 50 
cm3 flasks. Then 30 cm3 of acid (2M H2SO4) was added into each flask. The mixtures were 
shaken for 30 minutes and then separated using separation funnels. The stripped aqueous
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solutions were analysed by using the AA technique and the corresponding copper 
concentrations were found from the calibration curve.
In continuous non-dispersive extraction the aqueous and organic phases were passed 
through the MPHF unit only once. The sampling procedure for this operation was only for 
the aqueous and organic outlet streams, because the inlet concentration did not change at 
the feed tanks. The analysis procedure was similar to that used in the batch process above. 
In all continuous dispersion-free experiments where one of the phases was pumped with 
variable flow rates, samples were taken from both outlets after 10 minutes of each change 
on the flow rate. The results and discussion of these experiments are summarised in chapter 
4 and discussed in detail in chapter 5.
3.6 Shut-Down and Cleaning Procedure for The Dispersion-free Solvent Extraction 
Unit.
After each experiment, all apparatus in the non-dispersive unit were cleaned thoroughly. 
The following steps were used:
1. Both pumps electric supply was turned off, and
2. Immediately the valve at the aqueous outlet stream was shut-off to keep small pressure 
build-up, which was enough to prevent any organic leaking into the aqueous side.
3. The remained of both phases in the MPHF membrane, connection lines and in the feed 
tanks was drained through the outlet and the by-pass streams and collected in special 
disposal containers.
4. The feed tanks were disconnected and washed thoroughly with distilled and di-ionised 
waters. Then reconnected back to the unit.
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5. The aqueous feed tank was filled with di-ionised water while the organic feed tank was 
filled with Escaid 110.
6. The by-pass values were opened for short time to flush out any remains in the lines. 
Then they were connected back to the feed tanks.
7. The aqueous side (di-ionised water) inlet value was opened slowly while the outlet 
valve remained close until the pressure gauge reached 260 kPa. At this pressure the 
outlet on the aqueous side was opened slowly to let the di-ionised water clean the 
MPHF membrane tubes or shell of any copper remains. After 10-20 minutes the solvent 
Escaid 110 was pumped through the MPHF membrane with an inlet pressure of 200kPa 
to clean any organic phase left-over. Both sides were pumped through with a flow ratio 
of 600 cm3/300 cm3 ; di-ionised water /EscaidllO for 20 minutes, then the outlet lines 
were connected back to the feed tanks to run on a close loop mode. This process was 
carried out for 2-4 hours or until no traces of any organic (LIX984) or copper were 
noticed on the unit.
8. After this period the pumps were switched-off and the feed tanks drained and dried 





In this chapter the experimental results obtained through out this research work are 
presented. Results of copper-LIX system equilibria are presented first due to the 
importance of equilibrium factors in designing the extraction process and in choosing 
suitable techniques. The results of two different techniques (i.e. single rising drop and 
microporous hollow fibre membrane), which are used in this study to evaluate mass 
transfer characteristics and determine its main parameter, are also listed below.
4.1 Experimental Results of Copper-Hydroxyoxime Extraction Equilibria
Extraction equilibria experiments were carried out using three different chelating 
hydroxyoxime reagents namely LIX84, LIX860 and LIX984 in EscaidllO. Two samples 
of the organic active reagent were used with concentrations of 10 and 20 v/v%. While the 
aqueous phase concentration ranging between 0.25 to 20 g/1. Each experiment was 
repeated five times and it has been found that data reproducibility was consistent with 
small margin of error. The aim of studying more than one extractant equilibrium behaviour 
with the same aqueous solution (copper sulfate) was to establish essential information on 
the organic solvent extraction capacity, as well as to investigate the right conditions for 
mass transfer study on LIX reagents. These reagents are new and have not been studied in 
detail before. The results of two runs of each equilibrium experiment are listed in the tables 
below.
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4.1.1 Extraction of copper with LIX84
These experiments were carried out into two batches. First a set of aqueous solution 
samples (50cm3 each) with concentrations ranging between 0.25 to 20 g/1 were mixed with 
50cm of 10v/v% LIX84 organic phase. Then a similar set of the aqueous samples were 
mixed with 20v/v% LIX84. Both phases were analysed using an atomic absorption 
spectrophotometer to find out the copper content. The results of these experiments are 
listed in tables 4.1 .A and B below:
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4.1.2 Extraction of copper with LIX860
These experiments were carried out under similar conditions to those used with LIX84 and 
the aqueous phase samples used here were prepared from the same aqueous stock solution. 
Two sets of samples of the aqueous phase with wide range of copper concentrations (0.25 
to 20 g/1) were contacted with 10v/v% and 20v/v% LIX860 solution separately in 
50cm3/50cm3 volume ratio. The results of these experiments are listed in tables 4.2.A and 
B as follows:
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Table 4.2. A: The distribution of copper between the organic phase LIX860 (1 Ov/v%) and 
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Table 4.2. B: The distribution of copper between the organic phase LIX860 (20v/v%) and 
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4.1.3 Extraction of copper with LIX984
The chelating agent (LIX984) is defined by Henkel Corporation mineral industry as the 
most suitable extractant for copper extraction from an acidic leach solution 30. In this 
experiment the LIX984 (LOT number 2984037) was used after dilution with Escaidl 10 to 
make-up 10v/v% and 20v/v% solutions. Two sets of samples of the same aqueous stock 
solution used with LIX84 and LIX860 were contacted with a 50cm3 of one the LIX984 
solutions separately. The mixture was contacted for the same period and the same 
conditions used to study (LIX84 and LIX860-Copper sulphate) equilibria. The two phases 
were analysed for their copper content and the equilibrium results can be summarised in 
tables 4.3.A and B as follows:
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Based on the equilibrium results tabled above the equilibrium constant (Keq) for each LIX- 
copper sulphate system was calculated. The equilibrium constants of LIX84, LIX860 and 
LIX984 in copper sulphate aqueous solution are calculated and summarised in Appendix 
4.1.A,B and C and discussed in detail in chapter five of this work.
4.2 Experimental Results of Copper-Hydroxyoxime Stripping Equilibria
The stripping equilibrium experiments were carried out using a concentrated acidic 
solution (sulphuric acid) as a stripping phase. Two samples (1000cm3) each with 
concentration of 0.5 and 2 molar HbSC^ were prepared first. Two sets of copper rich 
organic phase (extract) samples were prepared by contacting 50cm3 of 10v/v% LIX984 
with 50cm3 of an aqueous solution with known concentration. A sample (20cm3) of the 
loaded organic was mixed with 20cm3 of 0.5 and 2 molar H2SO4 in two separate batches. A 
sample (10cm3) of the stripping phase was withdrawn and analysed using atomic 
absorption spectrophotometer. Copper concentration at the stripped organic phase was 
calculated by subtracting the resultant aqueous concentrations from those concentrations of
the feed organic phase (extract). These experiments were repeated for five times and it has 
been found that data reproducibility contains margin of error in the range of (±0.2). The 
results of two runs of each stripping equilibrium experiment are summarised in table 4.4. A 
and B as follows:
Table 4.4. A: The distribution of copper between the stripped organic phase LIX984 (10v/v%) and 
0.5 molar F^SC^ a stripping aqueous phase.
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Table 4.4. B: The distribution of copper between the stripped organic phase LIX984 (1 Ov/v%) and 
2 molar HjSC^ a stripping aqueous phase.
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4.3 Mass Transfer Results Using Rising Drop Technique
The experimental work carried out in this study by using rising single drops was set to 
measure the overall rate of mass transfer and the overall mass transfer coefficient in the 
process of copper extraction from an aqueous solution to a LIX reagent. Four different 
column heights were used in these mass transfer experimental measurements. The 
experimental work using the rising drop technique was designed to determine all major 
factors controlling mass transfer characteristics in and around the interface area of a single 
drop in a continuous-dispersed phases contact system. The experimental work includes 
investigation of column height, the continuous phase (the aqueous phase) concentration, 
the drop size and drop flow rate effect on the rate of metal mass transfer and calculations 
of the system overall mass transfer coefficient.
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4.3.1 Copper concentration variations in rising drops at different columns
Columns with height of 55,95,149 and 187 cm and diameter of 2.5 cm were used to study 
rising drop of LIX984 behaviour and mass transfer properties. In this set of experiments 
the drops flow rate produced at the tip of 21-gauge hypodermic needle was kept at (80 
drops/min) by controlling the nitrogen gas pressure at the organic phase reservoir. A 
minimum of five experiments was repeated in each column under the same conditions in 
each experimental run. The initial concentrations of the aqueous (continuous) and the 
organic (dispersed) phases were kept constant for all experiments. The continuous phase 
concentration was 3g/l and pH of 2 while the dispersed phase concentration was 20v/v% 
LIX984. The concentration of extracted copper at the organic phase was found by stripping 
a collected volume (10cm3) of the rising organic drops with 2M H2SO4, then analysing the 
stripped solution in an atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The results of each column 
experimental run are given in table 4.5.
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CL = is the column height in cm.
df = is the drop flow rate (drops per minutes).
dp = drop diameter (cm)
Ad = drop surface area (cm2).
NAB = the number of drops sufficient to fill 1cm3 volume of the capillary tube,
(section AB in figure 3.1).
Cinaq = initial copper concentration at the aqueous phase (g/cm ).
C0rg0ut = copper concentration at the droplet organic phase at the top of the column (g/cm3). 
tr = is rising drop travelling time between the tip of the needle and the collection capillary 
tube.
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4.3.2 Calculation procedure for the rate of mass transfer of copper in the single drop 
technique
The rate of mass transfer of copper in the single drop experiments was determined by 
assuming that all the drops are uniformly spherical. Then the interfacial area of each single 
drop can be calculated from the known volume of the capillary tube and the number of the 
drops required to fill such volume using the following equations: 
Vc = Vd x NAB
V , = jr> N M
3 4.1
The surface area of a single spherical drop is given by:
Ad = 4nrd2 4.2
Substitution of equation 1 in 2 gives:
2/3 4 - 3
Where Vc = 1 cm3 is the volume of the capillary tube, (section AB in figure. 3.1). 
Vd = is the volume of single drop (cm3).
NAB = the number of drops required to fill section AB of the capillary tube. 
rd = the drop radius (cm). 
Ad = the drop surface area, (the interfacial area, cm2).
The concentration of copper extracted by the droplet organic phase was determined by 
collecting a volume of 10cm3 of the loaded organic drops from the capillary tube. This
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volume was then transferred into 50cm3 flask and stripped with 20 to 30cm3 (2M H2SC>4). 
The stripped solution was analysed by atomic spectrophotometer and copper concentration 
was determined from the calibration curve, (Appendix 1). The overall rate of mass transfer 
per unit area per unit time was calculated as follows:
_ Mass of copper extracted in single drop Kate — ———————————————————•———




C0rgOUt = copper concentration at the droplet organic phase (LIX984) at the top of
the column, (g/cm3).
Vorg= volume of the loaded organic phase in the capillary tube section, (cm3). 
Na = the rate of mass transfer of copper between the two phases, ( g/cm2.sec.).
The main results of copper rate of mass transfer between the continuous phase and the 
dispersed phase, which are obtained from 20 experimental runs summarised in table 4.6 
below:
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MCU = total mass of copper extracted in single drop of the organic phase (g). 
Na = the overall rate of mass transfer per unit area per unit time (g/cm2sec). 
Based on the above results the following calculations were carried out:
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4.3.3 The relation between the rate of mass transfer of copper and its concentration 
at the continuous phase
In this set of experiments one column (95cm) height and 2.5cm diameter was used. A 
continuous (aqueous) phase copper concentration ranging between 2 to 7 g/1 was used in 
10 experiments. The organic (dispersed) phase concentration used in these experiments 
was 20v/v% LIX984. The hypodermic needle used in this experiment was 21-gauge size 
and the drop flow rate was kept constant at 80±1 drops/minutes. The following results 
were obtained:
Table 4. 7: The continuous phase concentration and its relation to the rate of mass 
































































































































4.3.4 The relation between the dispersed phase drops size and the rate of mass 
transfer in copper extraction
Three different sizes of hypodermic needles (17, 21 and 25 gauge size) were used to 
investigate the drop size relation to the rate of copper extraction in rising drops technique. 
These experiments were carried out at the same column height (95cm). The continuous and 
dispersed phases concentrations and the drop flow rate were kept constant through out this 
experiment. The results of this experiment are summarised in table 4.8 below:










































































































4.3.5 Calculation of the overall mass transfer coefficient
The overall mass transfer coefficient (Kov) is an important factor in the assessment of 
copper transfer from the aqueous phase to the organic phase. Therefore the four columns 
were used to conduct the experimental work of evaluating the overall mass transfer 
coefficient of rising drops at different height. All the experiments were carried out with a 
constant copper concentration at the continuous (aqueous) phase (3g/l) and 20v/v% of
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LIX984 at the dispersed phase. The following equations were used to determine the value 
ofKoV :
Na = Kov ACLM , Km = -^a- 4.5
where Na - is the overall rate of mass transfer per unit area per unit time (g/cm2sec) 
KOV = is the overall mass transfer coefficient (cm/sec).
ACLM = is the logarithmic-mean value of copper concentration profile during 




where: AC ,=(Caqin -C0rgin)
*/~i _ //-i OUt ft OUl/n.\At^2 — (Vaq ~ *~-org /m)
ACi = copper concentration profile at the bottom of the column.
AC2 = copper concentration profile at the top of the column.
Caq'n = copper concentration in the aqueous phase at the bottom of the column.
Corg"1 = copper concentration in the organic phase at the head of the delivery unit.
Caqout = copper concentration in the aqueous phase at time (t) in this case at the top
of the column. 
Corgout = copper concentration in the organic phase at time (t) in this case at the top
of the column. 
C*aq =is copper concentration at the aqueous phase which in equilibrium corresponds to the
Corg°ut at the interface.
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Corgin = copper concentration in the extractant at the tip of the delivery unit, as the 
extractant is fresh, Corg =0.
Caqout = Caq'n = 3 g/1 (negligible changes in the continuous bulk phase concentration).
equation 4.6 can be written as AC,,, = t-*m
In "«-
4.7
with this Km = Na l- 4.8
In "*
The values of the overall mass transfer coefficient (KoV) are calculated for all the 
experimental work by using equation 4.8. Sample of the results obtained in four different 
height columns are summarised in Table 4.9.































































































4.4 Results Of The Dispersion-Free Based Extraction Process
In this section the results of copper extraction and recovery (stripping) in a microporous 
hollow fibre (MPHF) membrane will be presented. These include a detailed study of all 
variables that could influence the rate of mass transfer of the metal (copper) from the 
aqueous phase into the chelating organic phase (LIX984) and the system's overall mass 
transfer coefficient characteristics. The experimental work was carried out under a wide 
range of operating conditions using two types of extraction modes in the same MPHF unit 
(i.e. continuous extraction and batch extraction). The results of these processes can be 
summarised as follows:
4.4.1 Results of the continuous counter current extraction process in MPHF module
In this process both phases were continuously pumped through the MPHF module in a 
counter current type of flow from the feed tanks. The copper concentration in the aqueous 
feed tank was set during the preparation while the organic feed tank (LIX984) was copper 
free. In this mode of extraction the effect of range of counter current flow pattern were 
studied. The experimental conditions were outlined in chapter three and their 
corresponding results are listed below:
4.4.1.1 Dispersion free extraction at high flow rates of both phases
The aqueous phase was pumped through the MPHF membrane tube side while the organic 
phase was pumped through the shell side in a co-current or counter current mode of flow. 
This experiment was designed to study ways of minimising the boundary layer resistance 
to mass transfer within the MPHF module. The organic feed (LIX984) concentration was 
kept constant at 10v/v% while the aqueous phase was varied on the range of 0.25 to 4 g/1. 
The results of these experiments are summarised in table 4.10.
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Table 4. 10: Results of copper extraction at high flow rates of both phases in a MPHF (the 



































































































Forg = is the organic solvent volumetric flow rate through the MPHF module. 
Faq = is the aqueous phase volumetric flow rate through the MPHF module. 
Cinaq= is the initial copper concentration at the aqueous feed stream. 
Coutaq= is copper concentration at the aqueous outlet stream (the raffmate). 
Coutorg= is copper concentration at the organic outlet stream (the extract).
4.4.1.2 Dispersion free extraction at low flow rates of both phases
In these experiments, the influence of low flow rates in both sides of the MPHF membrane 
on copper extraction by LIX984 was studied. The aqueous phase was pumped at 
100cm3/min through the fibre lumen with initial concentration ranging between 0.25 to 4 
g/1. While the organic phase was pumped through the shell at constant flow of 100cm3/min
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and initial concentration of 10v/v% LIX984 in EscaidllO. The results of these 
experiments are summarised in table 4.11.
Table 4. 11: Results of copper extraction at low flow rates of both phases in a MPHF (the 

















































































4.4.1.3 Dispersion free extraction at variable flow rates for both of the phases
This set of experiments was amid to study ways of eliminating or minimising the boundary 
layer resistance on the tube and shell side during metal extraction in MPHF module. One 
of the phases (the aqueous solution or the organic solvent) was pumped at fixed flow rate 
(high or low) and constant initial concentration, while the other phase was pumped at 
increasing variable flow rate but with constant initial concentration. This process was 
carried out in the following flow pattern:
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4.4.1.3.1 Copper extraction under high aqueous flow rate and variable organic flow 
rate in a MPHF membrane
The aqueous solution was pumped in the tube side at a constant flow rate (600 cm3/min) 
throughout each experiment while the organic phase (LIX984) was pumped through the 
shell side with gradually increasing flow rate between 100 to 600 cmVmin in a counter 
current mode. The results of this study are listed in table 4.12
Table 4. 12: The experimental results of copper extraction in a MPHF module under high 


























































































































4.4.1.3.2 Copper extraction under low aqueous flow rate and variable organic flow 
rate in a MPHF membrane
In this set of experiments the aqueous solution flow rate was kept constant and low at 
100cm /min while the organic solvent flow rate increased gradually (from 100cm3 in 5 
minutes intervals until it reached 600cm3/min). In this scheme of contact the aqueous phase 
was pumped through the hollow fibres side while the organic (10v/v% LIX984) was 
pumped in the shell side. The results of this study are outlined in table 4.13.
Table 4.13: The results of copper extraction in a MPHF membrane under variable organic phase 
flow rate and low aqueous flow rate (average results of five experiments) .
Copper 
concentrations 
























































































































4.4.1.3.3 Copper extraction under high organic flow rate and variable aqueous flow 
rate in a MPHF membrane
The aim of these experiments was to determine the flow pattern effect on the extraction 
process under high organic flow rate and variable aqueous flow rate. The process was 
carried out in a counter current mode where the aqueous in the tube side and the organic in 
the shell side. The organic solvent concentration was kept constant in all runs (10v/v% 
LIX984) while the aqueous phase copper concentration was ranging between 0.25 g/1 to 3 
g/1. The organic phase was pumped at a constant flow of 600 cm3/min while the aqueous 
solution flow rate was varied between 100 cm3/min to 600 cm3/min. The results of these 
experiments are listed in table 4.14.
Table 4.14: The results of copper extraction in a MPHF membrane under variable aqueous phase flow rate 
and high organic flow rate (average results of five experiments).
Copper 
concentrations 





























































































































4.4.1.3.4 Copper extraction under low organic flow rate and variable aqueous flow 
rate in a MPHF membrane
In this set of experiments, the aqueous solution was pumped through the tube side of the 
MPHF module with flow rate increasing by 100 cm3 in 5 minutes intervals from 100 
cmVmin to 600 cm3/min. In contrast the organic solvent (10v/v% LIX984) was pumped 
constantly at 100cm3 flow rate at the shell side. The effect of varying the aqueous side flow 
rate and concentration on the outlet copper concentrations in both sides (the aqueous side 
and the organic) was studied in this work. The results are tabled in below:
Table 4.15: The results of copper extraction in a MPHF membrane under variable aqueous phase 
flow rate and low organic flow rate (average results of five experiments).
Copper 
concentrations 

























































































































4.4.2 Results of the continuous co-current extraction process in MPHF module
In this section co-current flow was used to study the behaviour and the effect of both 
phases parallel flow on mass transfer properties in MPHF membrane. The two phases were 
pumped under range of flow arrangements where the aqueous was pumped in the fibre 
lumen side and the organic in the shell side of the MPHF membrane. These flow 
arrangements and their results can be addressed as follows:
4.4.2.1 Co-current dispersion free extraction at high flow rates of both phases
The aqueous phase and the organic phase were pumped co-currently through the MPHF 
membrane at flow rate of 600/600 cm3/min. These experiments were designed to study the 
characteristics of co-current high flow of both phases in MPHF membrane and its relation 
to all factors controlling mass transfer within the membrane module. The organic feed 
(LIX984) concentration was kept constant at 10v/v% while the aqueous phase was changed 
on the range between 0.25 to 4 g/1 in set of separate experiments. The results of these 
experiments are summarised in table 4.16.
Table 4.16: Results of copper extraction under co-current high flow rates of both phases in a 


















































































4.4.2.2 Co-current dispersion free extraction at low flow rates of both phases
In this section, the influence of co-current flow arrangement combined with low flow rates 
of both phases on copper extraction by LIX984 was studied. The aqueous phase was 
pumped through the fibre lumen at constant flow of lOOcmVmin while its initial 
concentration was changed in each experimental run (0.25,0.5,1,2,3 and 4 g/1). The organic 
phase was pumped through the shell at constant flow of 100cm3/min and initial 
concentration of 10v/v% LIX984 in EscaidllO. The results of these experiments are 
summarised in table 4.17.
Table 4. 17: Results of co-current flow copper extraction under low flow rates of both phases in 


















































































4.4.2.3 Co-current dispersion free extraction at variable flow rates of both phases
The aim of this flow arrangement was to study the effect of co-current variable flow of one 
of the phases on the outcome of the metal extraction process in MPHF module. One of the 
phases (the aqueous solution or the organic solvent) was pumped at a fixed flow rate (high 
or low) and a constant initial concentration. While the other phase flow rate was increased 
gradually in intervals (i.e. increase of 100cm3 each 5 minutes). A range of initial 
concentrations for the aqueous phase was studied under the same conditions. This process 
can be outlined as follows:
4.4.2.3.1 Co-current dispersion free extraction under high aqueous flow rate and 
variable organic flow rate in a MPHF membrane
Five experiments were carried out at the following conditions: the aqueous solution flow 
rate was kept constantly high at 600cm3/min throughout all experiments and in each run a 
different aqueous concentration was used (0.25,0.5,1,2, or 3g/l). The organic phase 
(10v/v% LIX984) flow rate was increased 100cm3 each five minutes from 100 to 
600cm3/min. a summary of the results is outlined in table 4.18.
Table 4.18: The results of copper extraction in a MPHF module under high aqueous flow 
rate and variable organic flow rate (average results of 5 experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 
























































































































4.4.2.3.2 Co-current dispersion free extraction under low aqueous flow rate and 
variable organic flow rate in a MPHF membrane
The extraction process was carried out by pumping the aqueous solution at a constant low 
flow rate of 100cm3/min throughout all experiments. While the organic solvent was 
pumped co-currently at an increasing flow rate (i.e. the increase in the shell side flow was 
made in the order of 100cm3 after five minutes of steady contact at each of the indicated 
flow rates). The results of this study are outlined in table 4.19.
Table 4.19: The results of co-current copper extraction in a MPHF membrane under variable 




























































































































4.4.23.3 Co-current dispersion free extraction under high organic flow rate and 
variable aqueous flow rate in a MPHF membrane
In this set of experiments the organic phase was pumped continuously at 600cm3/min flow 
rate. While the aqueous flow rate in the tube side was increased gradually from 100 to 
600cm /min. In these experiments the organic solvent concentration was kept constant in 
all runs (10v/v% LIX984) while the aqueous phase copper concentrations used were 
0.25,0.5,1,2 and 3 g/1. The results of these experiments are listed in table 4.20.
Table 4. 20: The results of co-current copper extraction in a MPHF membrane under variable 






























































































































4.4.2.3.4 Co-current dispersion free extraction under low organic flow rate and 
variable aqueous flow rate in a MPHF membrane
In these experiments, the aqueous solution flow rate was increased progressively in the 
tube side of the MPHF module with flow rate increased 100 cm3 in 5 minutes intervals 
from 100 cm3/min to 600 cm3/min. In the shell side the organic solvent (10v/v% LIX984) 
was pumped constantly and co-currently at a low flow rate of 100cm3/min. The effect of 
varying the aqueous side flow rate and concentration on the outlet copper concentrations in 
both sides (the aqueous raffinate and the organic extract) was studied in this work. The 
results are tabled in below:
Table 4. 21: The results of co-current copper extraction in a MPHF membrane under variable 



























































































































The results of the co-current and counter current continuous extraction process of copper in 
MPHF membrane will be further analysed in details in chapter five of this study.
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4.4.3 Results of the batch extraction process of copper in MPHF module
In this process both phases were pumped continuously in a counter current closed loop 
mode operation where the aqueous solution was circulated in the tube side and the organic 
solvent in the shell side. A known volume of both phases with a known initial copper 
concentration in the case of the aqueous solution was placed in the feed tanks. Then the 
two sides were circulated through the membrane module as described in section (3.5.7). 
The flow arrangements used in this study and their results can be outlined as follows:
4.4.3.1 Batch extraction of copper in MPHF membrane under high flow of both 
phases
In this process the aqueous solution and the organic solvent were contacted in close loop 
mode under high flow rate 600cm3/min. Equal volumes of both phases (4 litre of each) 
were placed in the feed tanks. The aqueous concentrations used in these experiments 
ranged between 0.25 to 3 g/1 while the organic solvent concentration was kept constant at 
10v/v%. The extraction process was continued under these conditions for about 2 hours 
and 30 minutes of continuous contact time (tc) or until no significant concentration changes 
were observed at the outlet streams. The results of these experiments are summarised in 
table 4.22.
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Table 4. 22: Results of batch extraction of copper in a MPHF membrane under high flow rates of 
both phases (average results of 3 experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 







































































































































































4.4.3.2 Batch extraction of copper in MPHF membrane under low flow of both phases
This set of experiments was carried out under low flow rate (100cm3/min) of both sides. A 
range of initial copper concentrations at the aqueous phase were studied against the same 
organic phase concentration (10v/v% LIX984 in Escaidl 10). The contact time (tc) and the 
volumes of aqueous and organic solutions used in these experiments were similar to that 
used in section 4.4.3.1. The results of these experiments are highlighted in table 4.23 
below:
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Table 4. 23: Results of batch extraction of copper in a MPHF membrane under low flow rate of 
both phases (average results of 3 experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 







































































































































































4.4.3.3 Batch extraction in MPHF membrane under low aqueous flow rate and high 
organic flow rate
The batch extraction of copper was studied under constant aqueous flow rate of 
100cm3/min and organic flow rate of 600cm3/min in close loop mode. The initial 
concentrations of copper in the feed tank for these experiments were between 0.25 to 3 g/1 
while the organic solvent concentration was 10v/v%. These experiments were designed to 
study the effect of the low flow rate of either phase on the extraction process its mass 
transfer properties. The results of these experiments are listed in table 4.24.
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Table 4. 24: Results of batch extraction of copper in a MPHF membrane under low aqueous flow 
rate and high organic flow rate (average results of 3 experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 






































































































































































4.4.3.4 Batch extraction in MPHF membrane under high aqueous flow rate and low 
organic flow rate
In these experiments the effect of low organic flow rate on the batch extraction of copper 
in a MPHF membrane was studied. A range of initial copper concentrations (0.25 to 3 g/1) 
were used to eliminate any resistance could be caused by the boundary layer inside the 
fibre tubes. The flow rate of the aqueous solution was kept constantly high at 600cm3/min 
throughout all these experiments while the organic solvent was kept at 100cm3/min. These 
experiments were carried out for the same length of time as that used to study the batch 
process under high flow of both phases. The results of this study are outlined in table 4.25.
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Table 4. 25: Results of batch extraction of copper in a MPHF membrane under high aqueous flow 
rate and low organic flow rate (average results of 3 experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 










































































































































































4.5 Calculation Procedure Of The Rate Of Mass Transfer In MPHF Membrane 
Based Liquid-Liquid Extraction
The rate of mass transfer of copper from the aqueous phase in the tube side to the organic 
solvent in the shell side across the membrane wall was calculated based on the analytical 
copper content found at the outlet and the volumetric flow rate of both phases. From the 
known initial concentrations of copper on the feed side and by choosing a suitable 
volumetric flow rate through the MPHF module, a mass balance of copper content at both 
ends of the membrane could be devised as follows:
4.9 
In the case when fresh LIX984 was used its copper concentration will be (0)
c fr> m r* Faq (Caq - <-aq
in /-. outx _ p /p out /-. IFK — Torg l<~org *-org J
then Corein = 0
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Therefore; Faq (Caqm - Caqout) = ForgCorgout 4.10 
The rate of mass transfer as defined earlier is the mass of metal transferred per unit area 
per unit time. And since the surface area of the membrane (A) where mass transfer takes 
place was known from the manufacturer specifications, then the rate of mass transfer of 
copper in the MPHF module based on the aqueous side could be written as follows:
Rate of mass transfer of copper = Na= ati——a</ '* 4.11
4.5.1 The relation between the rate of mass transfer and aqueous phase concentration
In this study equation (4.11) was used to calculate the rate of mass transfer of copper from 
the aqueous solution to the organic solvent. The influence of the initial aqueous phase 
concentration on the rate of metal transport was examined. A set of experiments were 
devised to study this connection by contacting the two phases counter currently through the 
MPHF module at two levels of equal flow rates (100/100 cm3/min and 600/600 cmVmin 
aqueous/organic). The organic solvent concentration was kept constant at 10v/v% LIX984 
while the aqueous feed concentration was changed in each experiment. The results of this 
study are summarised in table 4.26.
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Table 4. 26: The relationship between the aqueous phase concentration and the rate of mass 









































































4.5.2 The relation between the rate of mass transfer and the organic phase 
concentration
The organic solvent (LIX984) concentration effect on the rate of mass transfer of copper in 
a MPHF membrane based liquid-liquid extraction was investigated in this work. The same 
flow rate levels used to study the system properties with variable aqueous phase 
concentrations was used in this part (i.e. 100/100cm3/min and 600/600cm3/min 
aqueous/organic). Four batches of the organic phase with LIX984 initial concentrations of; 
5v/v%, 10v/v%, 15v/v% and 20v/v% were contacted against three batches of the aqueous 
solution with concentrations of 1, 2 and 3g/l in set of experiments. Each batch of the 
organic solvent was pumped against each one of the above aqueous solution concentrations 
at both of the two levels flow rate. The results of these experiments are outlined in table 
4.27.
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Table 4. 27: The average results of three experiments outline the relationship between the organic 
phase concentration and the rate of mass transfer in MPHF module.
Copper 
concentrations 














































































































































Where CHR= is the LIX984 concentration (v/v%) at the organic phase.
4.6 Calculation Procedure Of The Overall Mass Transfer Coefficient In MPHF 
Membrane Based Liquid-Liquid Extraction
The overall mass transfer coefficient (Kov) was calculated based on the aqueous phase,
using the following relationships:




Ac=is the surface area where the contact between the two phase occurs (cm2). 
ACLM= is the logarithmic mean driving force for copper concentration at both ends
120
of the MPHF membrane contactor. 





where AC, =Ca<1 in -Corg0ut
and since the calculation is based on the aqueous film side then:
ACi = CV - Caq
AC- 2 = Caq — (-a org
In continuous mode extraction fresh LIX984 was used CV" = 0
Then AC 2 = CV1"
Substitute equations 4.14 and 4.15 in equation 4.13 will result:
In
.
(Caq'" — Caq )
Substitution of equation 4.16 into equation 4.12 will result in:
J\.ov —
(Caq — Caq ) ~ Co.







The values of KoV found experimentally were calculated using equation 4.17 where the 
flow rates of both phases were chosen and copper concentrations found by analysing both 
phases' outlet using atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
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4.6.1 The relation between the overall mass transfer coefficient and the aqueous 
phase concentration
In this work, the effect of the aqueous feed stream initial concentration on the overall mass 
transfer coefficient (Kov) was studied. Many experiments were devised in this study to 
examine the connection between K<,v and the aqueous phase flowing inside the fibre lumen 
of the MPHF contactor. In this section a range of aqueous copper solutions were prepared 
with concentrations ranging between 0.25 to 3g/l. These solutions were contacted against 
an organic solvent (LIX984) of 10v/v% concentration in EscaidllO which was kept 
constant throughout all experimental runs. These experiments were carried out in a 
counter-current flow arrangement and under two ranges of equal flow rates 
(100/100cm3/min and 600/600cm3/min aqueous/organic). The average of three 
experimental runs results at each concentration are listed in table 4.28 and more a detailed 
discussion of these results and others will be addressed in chapter five.
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Table 4. 28: Results outlined the relationship between the aqueous phase concentration and the 























































































4.6.2 The relation between the overall mass transfer coefficient and the organic phase 
concentration
The relationship between the organic solvent (LIX984) concentration and the overall mass 
transfer coefficient (KoV) during copper extraction process in a MPHF membrane was 
studied intensively in this work. All the experiments were carried out in a counter-current 
mode at two flow rate levels (i.e. 100/100cm3/min and 600/600cm3/min aqueous/organic). 
The aqueous solution was pumped in the tube side with initial concentrations of lg/1 or 
3g/l. In contrast, the organic phase concentration was changed in each experiment. The 
studied concentrations were 5v/v%, 10v/v%, 15v/v% and 20v/v% of LIX984 in Escaidl 10. 
The results (an average of three experimental runs in each case) are outlined in table 4.29. 
Some of these experiments was carried out for about 30 minutes under the same conditions
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and the extract phase (the copper rich LIX984 product) of each experiment was stored in 
separate tank for further study in the stripping process.
Table 4.29: Experimental results which reflect the relationship between the organic phase 


































































































































4.7 Results Of The Stripping Process In MPHF Membrane Contactor
The extracted metal (copper) can be recovered from the organic solvent through a re- 
extraction process (stripping) against a suitable acidic solution. In this work sulphuric acid 
was chosen for the recovery of copper from the LIX984 solution in a MPHF membrane 
based stripping process. This process was studied using two types of operations i.e. batch 
stripping and continuous stripping type of operation. The results of both operations and 
their conditions can be outlined as follows:
4.7.1 Continuous stripping process of copper from LIX984 in MPHF membrane
In this process 30 litres of extract LIX984 containing a known concentration of copper was 
placed in the organic feed tank while similar volume of 0.5 molar H2SO4 solution was 
placed in the aqueous feed tank in each experimental run. The two phases were circulated 
from and into these tanks for 10 minutes through the by-pass line. In this study the extract 
phase produced during studying the organic solution concentration effect on the MPHF 
membrane based extraction was used (section 4.6.2). In each experiment the initial 
concentration of the LIX984 in the organic phase was set and the extracted copper 
concentration was predetermined by analysis and from the average concentrations of the 
solutions obtained in table 4.29. The continuous mode stripping process was carried out at 
two flow rate levels where both phases were pumped at the equal flow rate; these were 100 
cm3/min and 600 cm3/min and each experiment was repeated two or three times. The 
copper concentrations at the outlet steams were determined by analysing both phases outlet 
using atomic absorption spectrophotometer. The rate of mass transfer of copper transfer 
from the organic solution to the acidic strip phase was determined by mass balance at both 
ends of the MPHF membrane using the following equation:
Faqs (Caqs"1 - Caqs01") = Forge (Corgein - Corge°Ut)
Since the stripping solution is initially copper free then Caqsin=0
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Then rate of mass transfer for the stripping process can be expressed as follows:
Rate of mass transfer of copper = Ns= [WV'" ] = [Faq(C°™ ~ Car^^ 4AS
A A
Where Faqs= is the stripping phase volumetric flow rate.
Caqs"1 , CaqS°ut = are copper concentrations at the stripping phase flowing into and
out of the MPHF membrane. 
Forge = is the rich copper organic (extract) phase volumetric flow rate and
(Gorge1" , Corge0ut) = are copper concentrations at the organic (extract) phi 
flowing into and out the MPHF membrane.
lase
In this work a counter current continuous mode stripping process was carried out over a 
range of known copper concentrations in the organic phase. The initial LIX984 
concentrations before the extraction stage are also known. The results of these experiments 
are summarised in table 4.30.













































































4.7.2 Results of the batch stripping process of copper in MPHF module
In this study a batch stripping process was carried out by contacting the loaded organic 
phase and the fresh acid solution for 2 to 3 hours in a close loop mode operation during 
which the organic phase copper concentration reduced to a low value. In each experiment 
equal volumes of both phase were used (3 litres of each). In this process the organic extract 
used had the same specifications to that studied in the continuous mode operation in regard 
to its copper content. The strip phase was of the same stock used in the continuous 
stripping experiments (0.5 molar tbSQ*). The batch stripping process was carried out 
under two sets of counter current flow conditions; a high flow rate of 600cm3/min and a 
low flow rates of 100cm3/min for both sides. The average results of two experimental runs 
under each set of condition are summarised in tables 4.31 and 4.32 below.
Table 4.31: The results of batch stripping process at equal high flow rates of both phases 
(average results of three experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 

















































































































































Table 4. 32: The results of batch stripping process at equal low flow rates of both phases (average 
results of three experimental runs).
Copper 
concentrations 







































































































































The results in table 4.31 and 4.32 clearly represent the relation between the organic phase 
copper content and the ability of the stripping phase to recover the required amount of the 
metal content under these conditions.




DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
5 INTODUCTION
In this chapter the experimental results are analysed in detail. This includes the findings 
and observations on the results listed in chapter three. Further a thorough illustration and 
analysis of the experimental data is carried out using mathematical models which are 
developed in this study for the treatment of equilibrium data and mass transfer parameter in 
single drop and hollow fibre membrane techniques.
5.1 Discussion Of The Equilibrium Data
The following points were observed during the generation of the extraction equilibrium 
data listed in tables 4.1 to 4.3:
1. The loading capacity at the end of the equilibrium experiments of LIX860® in 
Escaidl 10™ is slightly higher than the loading capacity of LIX84® and LIX984® in the 
same diluent. Further, in some experiments it has been noticed that LIX84 and LIX860 
suffer to some degree of discolouring when contacted against concentrated acid 
solutions during metal recovery (stripping) which required further investigation.
2. The acidity of the aqueous phase increases (pH decreases) during the contacting 
process until equilibrium is reached. This is due to the fact that as the reaction proceeds 
protons from the reacting extractant molecules are released and diffused into the 
aqueous phase, which can been seen from the reaction equation below:
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3. Copper concentration in the extract phase increased with an increase of copper content 
in the aqueous feed solution.
4. The higher the LIX reagent concentration the more copper extracted under fixed pH 
and temperature conditions.
In the stripping equilibrium results listed in table 4.4.A and B, It has been observed that the 
concentration of stripped copper was a function of the stripping acid concentration and 
increased with the increase of H2SO4 concentration in the stripping solution, see figure 5.1. 
However, it has been noticed that some experiments the increase of the acid concentration 
at the stripping phase (higher than 2 molar) led to discolouring of the organic solvent, 
especially LIX860 and LIX84, which I think deserves further investigation.
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 
Copper concentraion in the organic stripped phase g/l
1.6 1.8
Figure 5. 1: Copper concentration in the stripped organic phase and the stripping aqueous phase 
as a function of acid concentration in the stripping phase.
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5.2 Mathematical Modelling Of The Equilibrium Results
Two mathematical models were developed in this study to treat copper sulphate-LIX 
system's equilibrium data and predict copper concentration at the extraction equilibrium 
stage. One of the models is chemically based, while the other is a semi-empirical model.
5.2.1 Chemical based model
The chemical model is basically based on applying the mass action law to equation (5.1). 
This equation represents the final stage of the reaction between the dissociated metal Cu2+ 
in the aqueous phase and the active species of the chelating reagent which will be referred 
to here and after as (HR). The extraction reaction equation can be expressed as follows: 
(Cu2+ +S042')aq. + 2( HR)org. ±=£ (CuR2)org + (2 H+ + SO42-)aq . 5.1 
In this extraction process, the concentration of copper in the organic phase depends on the 
metal's initial concentration and the pH of the aqueous phase. The equilibrium data of the 
(copper-LIXs) system used to test the chemical model were experimentally obtained in the 
laboratory and is summarised in Tables 4.1.B, 4.2.B and 4.3.B. The initial copper 
concentration in the feed aqueous solutions varied between 0.25-20 g/1 and the solution pH 
was between 2 to 2.5. The concentration of the organic solvent was 20v/v% of LIX84®, 
LIX860® or LIX984® in Escaid 1 10. 
Applying the mass action law to equation (5.1) will give:
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The concentration of the complex formed after the reaction ([CuR2]org) could be related to 
the concentration of reacted copper ([Cu2+]org) or to the predicted number of moles of 
copper to be extracted (a*) per the organic phase volume which can be written as follows:
= (<X*)/Vo 5.3
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While copper concentration at the raffmate phase ([Cu2+]aq) could be expressed in the form 
of the number of moles of copper in the raffmate phase (R) per its unit volume as follows: 
[Cu^Ja, = (R)/Va 5.4
At equilibrium the organic phase concentration can be related to its initial concentration 
(B) as follows:
B = The reacted [HR]r to form CuR2 + The unreacted [HR]org at equilibrium 
equation (5.1) shows that to produce one mole of CuR2, would require 2 moles of HR and 
one mole of Cu2+ therefore :
[HR]org = B-2[HR]r 5.5 
The reacted regent concentration [HR]r could be related to the extracted copper as follows: 
[HR]org = (B-2ct*)/V0 5.6
q = (H+)2/Va2 5.7 
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Substitution of equations 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 into equation 5.9 will result in:
5.13
Where:
= is the equilibrium constant. 
B = is the number of initial moles of the organic solvent (LIX) at the organic phase. 
R = the number of moles of unextracted copper at the aqueous phase (raffinate). 
a* = the number of moles of copper predicted to be extracted by the chemical model 
B-2a* = the number of moles of unreacted LIX reagent in the organic solvent. 
Va, V0 = are the aqueous solution and the organic solvent volumes respectively. 
[ ] = refers to the molar concentration (mole /litre). 
EC = the concentration of copper predicted by the chemical model in (g/1). 
Equation (5.13) is a direct modelling equation which represents all the variables in the 
copper-LIX system, namely:
[Cu2+]org., [Cu2+]aq, [B-2a* ]org and [H+]a<, or the system pH.
To calculate copper concentration at equilibrium conditions, by using the positive root of 
equation (5.13), set of experimental runs are required to establish a preliminary idea of the 
system parameters. An average value of the equilibrium constant (Keq) was used in the
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chemical model calculations. This model was set in such a way to account for any changes 
in concentrations of the main equilibrium parameters. Therefore, it gives the system's 
evaluator the freedom of simulating the equilibrium data at any set of conditions by 
assuming one or more of the equilibrium parameters. The calculations and the predicted 
results were set to be processed automatically through a model spreadsheet which was 
designed in this study to handle the equilibrium data.
The results of fitting equation (5.13) to the equilibrium data of the three LIX extractants 
(LIX84, LIX860 and LIX984) are shown in figure 5.2.A, B and C. In these figures the dots 
represent the experimental results, while the bold lines represent the best equilibrium curve 
fit that can be obtained from the chemical model. The corresponding data to these figures 
are tabulated in Appendix 5.A,B and C.
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experimental results
results of the chemical model fitting
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 
capper concentration at the aqueous raffinate phase g/l
12.0 14.0
Figure 5.2. A: The result of fitting the chemical model to the equilibrium data of CuSO4-LIX84.
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experimental results 
—~ results of the chemical model fitting
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0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 
copper concentration at the aqueous (raffinate) phase g/l
9.00 10.00
















- results of the chemical model fitting
0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00
copper concentration at the aqueous (raffinate) phase g/l
12.00
Figure 5.2. C: The result of fitting the chemical model to the equilibrium data of CuSO4-LIX984.
5.2.2 A semi-empirical model
The semi-empirical model proposed in this study was obtained through Freundlich's 
equation, which is usually used to treat the equilibrium isotherms of binary gases or liquids 
during an adsorption process '. The equation can be used to represent the equilibrium 
distribution of a metal between the aqueous and the organic phases as follows: 
Y = MXn 5.14
Taking Log on both sides of equation (5.14) will result: 
Log Y = n Log X + Log M 5.15
Equation 5.14 could be rearranged as:
X=(Y/M) I/n
Where X = copper concentration in the organic phase g/l.
5.16
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Y = copper concentration in the aqueous phase g/1.
M, n = constants which represent the intercept and the line slope respectively.
The values of the intercept and the slope (M, n) of equation 5.15, have to be found 
experimentally under well define conditions. Hence a set of experimental runs are required 
to determine the constants values by utilising equation 5.15. Based on the determined or 
assumed values of (M, N), equation 5.14 can be used to predict the equilibrium data of a 
metal extraction stage. In this study the values of the constants (M, n) were calculated from 
applying equation 5.15 to the experimental data. The results of these calculation steps are 
summarised in appendix 6.1,6.2 and 6.3.
The calculated values of M and n from appendix 6 were substituted in equation 5.16 to 
predict the equilibrium copper concentrations of CuSO4-LIX984, LIX860 and LIX84 in 
this study. This equation (5.14) was used to determine the concentrations of copper at 
equilibrium corresponding to the raffmate concentration found experimentally and the 
constant values of M, n for each system. The predicted equilibrium curves for CuSO4-LIXs 
systems by this semi-empirical model are given in figure 5.3.A, B and C. In these figures 
the dots are referring to the experimental equilibrium results, while the bold line represents 




The semi-empirical model results
2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 
Copper concentration at the aqueous phase g/l
12.0 14.0
Figure 5.3. A: The result of fitting the semi-empirical model to the equilibrium data of CuSO4- 
LIX84.
14.0
the experimental results 
-The semi-empirical model results
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
copper concentration at the aqueous phase g/l
9.0 10.0
Figure 5.3. B: The result of fitting the semi-empirical model to the equilibrium data of CuSO4- 
LIX860.
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• The experimental results
semi-empirical model results
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 
copper concentration at the raffinat g/1
10.0 12.0
Figure 5.3. C: The result of fitting the semi-empirical model to the equilibrium data of CuSO4- 
LIX984.
The results obtained from both models (the chemical based model and the semi-empirical 
model) show clearly that these models can be used to predict copper concentrations in the 
extract phase under set conditions. The chemical model appears to be more suitable to 
predict the systems equilibria. This is due to the fact that the chemical model includes all 
the process variables such as pH, the concentration of the chelating reagent and the metal 
concentration at the raffinate phase. While the semi-empirical model fit matches less of the 
experimental data points and therefore could be less precise in predicting the same systems 
equilibria. This could be attributed to the mathematical relationship used to calculate the 
values of (M, n) in equation 5.16, which have to be calculated from logarithm graphic 
relationships of the equilibrium data. These graphic relationships (appendices 6.1.1, 6.2.1 
and 6.3.1) show that equilibrium data would be far from a straight logarithm linear relation 
especially at high aqueous phase concentrations where the equilibrium data form plateau.
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Therefore the average slope which was taken in this model for the equilibrium data could 
effect the out come of the model fit to the data. Therefore, more investigation into 
modifying the semi-empirical model is required especially when the equilibrium data near 
or reach the plateau stage.
Based on the experimental results and the observations of the three LIX reagents extraction 
equilibrium data the following points could be highlighted:
1. The three organic solvents LIX984, LIX84 and LIX860 gave a favourable equilibrium 
curves and were efficient in extracting copper in reasonable contact time.
2. Some of the stripping experiments where LIX84 and LIX860 were stripped with 
concentrated acid (higher than 2M of HaSC^) led to discolouring of the organic phase 
used which visually observed and I feel it required further investigation.
These characteristics added to the published recommendations by the manufacturing 
company (Henkel Co.30) have made LIX984 the choice of this study in the determination 
of mass transfer properties using rising single drop and hollow fibre membrane techniques.
5.3 Rising Drops Data Analysis
In this section the results of single rising drops, which have been experimentally obtained 
in chapter four, will be discussed in detail. This includes discussion of all measures taken 
to account for the local and overall mass transfer coefficients characteristics in the 
dispersion based (rising drop) technique.
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5.3.1 The effect of column height in single drop overall mass transfer
The aim of using four different column heights was to examine in addition to rising drops 
mass transfer properties if there was any end effects caused by mass transfer during drop 
formation at the tip of the needle or during coalescence at the capillary tube. In this work 
the rising drops flow rate was chosen by trial and error method and kept constant at (80±1 
drops per minute). This flow rate was sufficient to make negligible any end effect during 
the formation stage at the bottom of the columns and during coalescence in the capillary 
tube at the top of the columns (see figure 5.4). This figure shows that the relation between 
the extracted mass of copper and the travel time of the rising drop is a straight-line 
relationship start at the origin point. This proves that the end effect, which would appear as 
an intercept at the Y co-ordinate is insignificant. Further this figure also represents a 
graphical relationship which could be used to calculate the overall rate of mass transfer. It 
shows a straight-line relationship between the drop rising time in four different columns' 
height and the mass of copper extracted in (cm2) at the drop surface. This line starts at the 
origin point and has a constant slope, which represents the constant overall rate of mass 
transfer in all the columns. This figure also shows that the amount of copper extracted per 
single drop increases with the column's height, which may reflects that the concentrations 
driving force of the reactants and the product at reaction interface (the drops surface) was 
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Figure 5. 4: The relationship between the column height expressed as rising drop travel time 
and the mass of copper extracted in four different columns
5.3.2 Mathematical models to calculate the local mass transfer coefficients in the 
continuous and dispersed phases in rising drop technique
Due to the difficulty in finding the interfacial concentrations of copper at the interface zone 
by analysis, it will be more difficult to determine the values of the local resistances in both 
phases experimentally. In dispersion based liquid-liquid extraction, mass transfer 
coefficients at the dispersed and the continuous phases are essential factors in accounting 
for the overall mass transfer coefficient (i.e. the location of the main resistance to species 
transfer). In this work, dimensionless groups were used to calculate local mass transfer 
coefficients in both phases (the continuous and dispersed phases).
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5.3.2.1 Calculation of the continuous phase mass transfer coefficients
To calculate the continuous phase (the aqueous phase) mass transfer coefficient (kc) an 
empirical equation was proposed in this study based on the equation suggested by Elzinga 
et al. and reported by Treybal 1 . This equation utilises two of the dimensionless groups for 
the aqueous solution contained in the rising drop columns and can be expressed for the 
current system (CuSO4-LIX984) as follows:
= 5.52( D )347 (L)<>«6 No.5 5> ! 72
Where NS KC = the continuous phase Sherwood number = kc .dp/Dc
Npec = the continuous phase Peclet number = V,.dp/Dc
Expanding the Sherwood and Peclet numbers and substituting them in equation (5.17) 
results in:
*,</„ - - _ , U, + iUn 0.47 .., dp°Pc xO.056 .. / Vt ^p -»0.5 CIO_ *' ' >"D }3.47 (^IpL)0.  (_IZ^L)
A x 2//c+ 3//0 ; %c 2 A ;
Dc = Diffusivity of copper ion in the aqueous phase, the average value reported by
Komasawa et al58. = 7.05 x 10' 10 m2/sec. 
dp = average drop diameter =0.33 cm =0.33 x 10"2 m. 
dc = The column internal diameter = 0.025 m. 
V = The drop's average linear velocity = 0.11 m/sec. 
Vt = the drop's terminal velocity = 0.1127 m/sec, and is calculated by:
= the continuous phase viscosity = 1 Cp = 10"3N.sec/m2. 
= the dispersed phase viscosity = 165 x lO'^.sec/m2 .
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pc = the continuous phase density = 1000 kg/m3 .
a = the continuous phase interfacial tension = 0.0323 N/m2 .
The calculated results of the continuous phase mass transfer coefficient in four different
height columns are tabulated in Table 5.1.
Table 5. 1: The calculated results of the continuous phase mass transfer coefficient using equation 





























































































































5.3.2.2 Calculation of the dispersed phase mass transfer coefficients
The mass transfer coefficient at the organic dispersed phase (ko) was calculated using the 
following equation:
Na =kD (C'nHR -CHR } 5.19 
However, equation (5.19) can not be applied directly to the experimental results unless the 
interfacial concentration of the organic droplet phase was calculated. Therefore, an 
empirical relationship is proposed in this study based on equation propound by Kronig et 
al. and reported by Tryebal 1 . This equation was set to utilise the dispersed phase (LIX984)
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concentrations at three zones (at the bulk phase, at the interface and at the final complex 
product) and can be written as follows:
cr
^-' Up -•- r " -y J^r LJD/t, *..-••.. rt < 
« —. —m „ = {1 - exp[——&—^]}° 5 5.20Cm -C*-HR ^HR "p
Where:CinHR = the initial concentration of the droplet organic phase LIX984 in
EscaidllO, (g/cm3) 
Cr HR = the reacted concentration of LIX984 to form the metal-organic
complex, (g/cm3), which was calculated from the stoichiometric relationship
with the extracted copper.
C 'HR = the interfacial concentration of LIX984 at time (t), (g/cm3) 
DHR = the diffusivity coefficient of LIX984 in Escaid 110 = 4.9196xlO'6
cm2/sec,
which was calculated by using Wilk-Changs' and Vignes equations as reported by 
Riedetat. 135 . 
Wilk-Chang equation for the current copper-LIX complex is:
D° = 7.4 x 10'
D°HR = the mutual diffusivity coefficient of species.
MS = the molecular weight of Escaid 110 =175
T = the room temperature during experiment time, in Kelvin =298 K
VHR = me molar volume of LIX984 calculated by using Le Bas method
reported by Ried et at. 135 = 420 
u^ = the viscosity of Escaid 110=1.653 Cp. 
tr = drop rising time in seconds. 
9f = association factor of the organic solvent = 1 for Escaid 110.
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The calculated results of mass transfer coefficient at the organic phase in four different 
columns are summarised in Table 5.2:




































































































































































































































5.3.3 Calculation of the reaction rate constant in rising drops technique
The chemical reaction between copper ions and LIX984 at the interface zone represents 
another resistance to metal mass transfer between the continuous and the dispersed phases. 
Therefore, in this study two general mathematical equations were proposed to calculate 
and evaluate the reaction resistance at the interface area in single drop technique as 
follows:
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1. In the current system (CuSO4-LIX984) the overall resistance to the metal transfer can 
be expressed in form of the relation between the overall mass transfer coefficient and 
the individual coefficients. This can be represented by the sum of local resistances as 
follows:
K(IV kc mkD kr
Then — = —— — — — - 
kr K,.,, k,.
5.21
Where: kr = is the reaction rate constant.
From equation (5.21) the resistance at the reaction zone (1/kr) was determined in set of 
experiments were all conditions of; drop flow rate, the two phases initial concentrations 
and the drops size were kept constant in four columns. The calculated results of the 
reaction resistance and the reaction rate constant for four different height columns are 
listed in table 5.3. :
Table 5. 3: The calculated results of the reaction rate constant and the reaction resistance as a 










































































































































2. In systems where the reaction between the metal ions and the chelating agent is slow, 
the reaction resistance will be the main controlling factor on the rate of mass transfer. 
In the current system it is clear that the reaction resistance is higher than the diffusional 
resistances in the continuous and dispersed phase as table (5.3) shows. Based on the 
results listed in table (5.3), a general equation was devised to account for the reaction 
rate constant (kr) by assuming that the CuSO4-LIX984 system was controlled by 
chemical reaction rate. The general form of this equation is as follows:
5.22
The interfacial concentrations of copper (C'cu aq) was calculated after substituting the 
calculated value of the continuous phase mass transfer coefficient (kc) from equation (5.18) 
into the following relationship:
Na=kc(Cincu-C icu) 5.23
While the interfacial concentration of the LIX984 active reagent (C'HR) was calculated 
from the equation (5.20). After substituting the calculated values of (C'cu aq and C'HR) in 
equation (5.22), it was found that the value of the exponent (n) would be (1.4). This value 
is in agreement with the finding of Flett et al.38 who reported similar value in LIX65N and 
suggested that hydroxyoximes could suffer some form of polymerisation during a chelating 
reaction. Therefore, equation (5.22) can be rewritten for the current system as follows:
f-,i _(c' V 4 
N , cc«« ^"«> 5.24
™ — K
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The calculated values of (kr) by using equation (5.24) are summarised in table 5.4 below:











































































































From the data in tables (5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4) the following points can noticed:
• The mass transfer coefficient at the aqueous phase (kc) remains constant through out all 
columns. This could be attributed to the negligible changes occur during the diffusional 
mass transfer of copper from the continuous bulk phase to the interface area due to the 
high concentration used in the columns.
• The mass transfer coefficient at the dispersed organic phase side (kD) has slightly 
decreases with the increase in column height. This is could be due to the significant 
decrease of the active reagent (HR) interfacial concentration during drop rising time 
inside the columns which could be caused by a form of adsorption of the CuR2 complex 
at the interface.
• The current system appears to be controlled by the reaction rate at the drops surfaces, 
and that the reaction rate constant was not affected by the drops rising time. Further,
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the proposed equation to calculate (kr) from the interfacial concentration gave very 
close results to those calculated from the overall resistance relation.
5.3.4 The continuous phase concentration effect on the rate of mass transfer
In this study the influence of the continuous phase (the aqueous solution's) copper 
concentration on the rate of metal transfer to the dispersed phase was examined. The 
copper concentration in the continuous phase was varied between 2 and 7 g/1 in a set of 
experiments, which were carried out at the same column height (95 cm) and constant initial 
organic phase concentration and drop flow rates. These changes resulted in a small 
increase in the rate of mass transfer of copper (see figure 5.5). This could be attributed to 
the fact that mass transfer between the two phases seems to be influenced by the interfacial 














0.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 S.OO 6.00 
Copper concentration at the continuous phase (g/cm3)x 10"3
7.00 8.00
Figure 5. 5: The continuous phase concentration effect on rate of mass transfer
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5.3.5. The dispersed phase concentration effect on the rate of mass transfer
In this work the organic droplet phase initial concentration was studied at two organic 
concentrations 20 and 60 v/v%LIX984 in EscaidllO. The results listed in table 5.5 show 
considerable increase in the rate of mass transfer of copper from the continuous phase to 
the dispersed phase when the organic phase concentration is increased. This pattern of 
increase was also noticed on the overall mass transfer coefficient, this could be related to a 
significant decrease on the droplet phase resistance and the availability of the LIX reactive 
species (HR) at the organic side of the interface. The results of the dispersed phase effect at 
different concentrations of LIX984 are summarised in table 5.5 below.





































































































5.3.6 The effect of drop size and drop flow rate on the overall mass transfer 
coefficient
Three different size needles were used to study the effect of formed drops on mass transfer 
characteristics. The experiments were carried out with 20 v/v% LIX984 concentration and 
3g/l aqueous phase copper concentration in a column of 95cm height. It has been observed 
that needle size (17 gauge) produced slightly larger drops than those produced in needle 
size 21 or 25 gauge. At needle size (25 gauge) the smallest drops in these experiments 
were produced and large number of them (about 150 drops) were required to fill the 
capillary tube. The calculated results of the rate of mass transfer show a sharp decline in 
both the amount of copper extracted in small drops and the overall mass transfer 
coefficient. The conclusion from this would be that large drops (produced in 17 gauge 
needle size) facilitate a form of inner circulation which enhanced the rate of copper transfer 
and reduced the over all resistance to mass transfer. In contrast, the small drops (produced 
in 25 gauge needle size) acted as rigid spheres which eliminate or minimise any inner drop 
circulation which resulted in a sharp decrease on the amount of copper transferred per 
drop. These results are listed in table 5.6.
Drop flow rate effect on mass transfer characteristics was also examined in this work. 
Experiments were designed to increase the drop flow rate (150-200 drop/min) using the 
same needle size (21 gauge needle size) used in those experiments carried out at flow rate 
of 80 drops/min. This was achieved by increasing the nitrogen pressure on the organic 
phase reservoir. These experiments resulted in very small drops, which in size were more 
like those produced in a 25 gauge needle size, and hence the mass transfer properties were 
similar to those obtained in small rigid-like spheres listed in table 5.6 below:
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5.4 MICROPOROUS HOLLOW FIBRE MEMBRANE DATA ANALYSIS
This section discusses in detail the results of copper extraction and stripping in a MPHF 
membrane. The results listed in chapter four are analysed in line with the main objective of 
this work which highlights the main factors governing the extraction process in a hollow 
fibre membrane contactor. Thus, this section will cover the changes in operating conditions 
and their effect, if any, on the main extraction process parameters such as both phases 
outlet concentrations, the rate of mass transfer of the metal and the overall resistance in a 
membrane based reactive extraction. Further this part also contains proposed mathematical 
models for the design of a MPHF membrane extractor for copper recovery from 
wastewater streams.
5.4.1 The effect of the aqueous and the organic phase flow rate on the outlet steams 
concentrations
The results of studying the effect of the two phases counter current flow rate pattern on the 
extract and raffinate streams' concentrations can be divided in to the following areas: 
Case one: high flow rate of both phases
The results obtained at 600cm3/min at both sides show a linear increase in copper 
concentration at the organic extract outlet with an increase of the metal concentration in the 
feed stream, see figure 5.6. This could be attributed to the fact the at high flow of both 
phases the availability of the metal ions and the chelating active reagent at the interface 
(the pores mouths) would be at their highest. Then the only factors affecting the metal 
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Figure 5. 6: The relationship between copper concentration at the aqueous feed and its 
concentration at the organic extract under high flow rate of both phases.
Case two: low flow rate of both phases
In this part the two phases were pumped at low flow rate of a 100 cmVmin. The effect of 
this type of flow rate can clearly be observed in figure 5.7. Where the concentration of 
copper intake to the extract phase was in some experiments 75% less than the 
concentration obtained under high flow rate conditions. Figure 5.7 also shows that the 
straight-line relationship between the initial metal concentration and its concentration at 
the organic outlet has a different gradient from that resulted for high flows. This may be 
caused by the boundary layer thin film resistance which could be formed under low flow 
rates. The thickness of the thin films inside and outside the hollow fibres would be 
significant at low flow rate and have a direct effect on hindering or reducing the mobility
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of the reactive species and the formed (Cu-LIX) complex into and away from the interface 
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4.5
Figure 5. 7: The relationship between copper concentration at the aqueous feed and its 
concentration at the organic extract at low flow rate of both phases.
Case three: one phase at high flow rate -while the other phase has a variable flow rate 
The effect of gradual flow rate increase at one side i.e. in the tube side or the shell side 
while the opposite side flow was kept constantly under a high flow rate have been studied 
thoroughly in this work. The objective of this excise was to determine which of the two 
phases would have the most resistance to mass transfer and under what flow rate 
conditions. Beside the gradual variation in flow rate studied here, the metal concentration 
at the feed aqueous phase was also taken into consideration, hence coupled low flow and 
low copper concentration at the feed side would result in more resistance to mass transfer.
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The experimental work in this area focussed on detecting the outlet stream copper 
concentrations changes at the high flowing phase with the variations on the opposite phase 
flow rate. These results can be explained as follows:
1. In the case of high aqueous flow rate and gradually increasing organic flow rate it has 
been found that copper concentrations at the raffmate side were decreasing with every 
increase in the organic phase flow rate. However, these decreases varied with the initial 
aqueous phase copper concentrations. In experiments with a low aqueous feed initial 
metal concentration, the raffinate phase metal concentrations decreased in only small 
magnitude with each increase in the organic flow rate side. In contrast copper 
concentrations were decreased significantly at the outlets of highly concentrated initial 
aqueous phase, see figure 5.8A. These variations in the amount of unextracted copper 
could be related to the fact that for an aqueous feed with low initial metal 
concentrations the availability of metals ions at the interface will be minimal. 
Therefore, in spite of the aqueous feed high flow rate the gradual increases in the 
organic phase flow rate beyond 300cm3/min would not be beneficial or effective for the 
extraction of metal from low initial concentration stream. But it seems that high flow 
rate in both sides 600cm3/min would be very effective for copper extraction from a 
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Figure 5.8. A: The relation between the aqueous phase outlet copper concentrations at high 
aqueous flow rate and gradually increasing organic phase flow rate.
2. In the case of high organic flow rate and the gradually increasing aqueous flow rate, the 
relationship between copper concentrations at the extract side and the increasing 
aqueous flow rate shows that each aqueous flow rate increase will result in a 
corresponding increase at the organic outlet (extract) metal concentration. The results 
obtained under these conditions show that even at low aqueous feed flow rate and low 
initial concentration the organic solvent could still extract between 10 to 40% of the 
inlet copper concentration. This could be attributed to the reduction of the resistance at 
the organic side of the MPHF membrane where the high organic flow could eliminate 
most of the thin layer film in the shell side. While the gradual increase on the aqueous 
phase flow rate would lead to the reduction of the film resistance at the tube side. 
Figure 5.8.B, shows that further increases in the aqueous side flow rate beyond
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500cm3/min did not lead to a large increase in the extracted copper concentration at the 
organic outlet especially when the aqueous phase initial concentration was low. This 
could be caused by the presence of some limiting resistance at the aqueous side even 
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Figure 5.8. B: The relation between the organic phase outlet copper concentrations at high 
organic flow rate and the gradually increasing aqueous phase flow rate.
Case four: one phase at low flow rate while the other phase at variable flow rate
In this study low flow rate effects on metal extraction process efficiency through the
MPHF module have been investigated. The results of this process can be summarised as
follows:
In the case of low aqueous flow rate and gradually increasing organic phase flow rate it has 
been found that with each increase in the organic flow rate the raffinate metal 
concentration declined sharply. The relationship between the aqueous outlet (raffinate)
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copper concentration and the organic phase flow rate appears to be a straight line 
relationship when the feed aqueous solution copper content is high and takes a non-linear 
form under low initial aqueous phase concentrations as in figure 5.9.A. This could be 
interpreted in relation to the resistance inside the tubes which had little effect on metal 
transfer when the metal initial concentrations are high and it caused non linear pattern 
when the initial metal concentrations were low. Therefore, the higher the organic solvent 
flow rate the more copper could be extracted. While at low concentrations i.e. 0.25 to lg/1 
the resistance at the tube side appeared to have visible influence on reducing the metal 
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Figure 5.9. A: The relation between the aqueous phase outlet copper concentrations at low 
aqueous flow rate and changing organic phase flow rate.
1. The results of low organic flow rate and gradually increasing aqueous flow rate show 
that the extracted metal concentration at the organic phase outlet (extract) has increased 
with each increase at the aqueous feed stream, see figure 5.9.B. However, the extracted
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amount of copper in this case was less than that obtained under high organic flow rate 
and increasing aqueous flow rate discussed earlier. The copper concentrations at the 
extract phase resulted under this flow arrangement would be higher than that obtained 
under high organic flow rate and varied aqueous flow rate due to the low organic phase 
flow rate. Further, the relationship between the extract phase copper concentrations and 
the aqueous feed increasing flow rate resulted in a non-liner relationship which 
reflected small changes in copper concentrations at the organic outlet, especially at the 
flow rate region between 500 to 600cm3/min. This non-linear relationship could reflect 
two predictions: (a) that the availability of the organic active species at the interface 
was scarce due to the limited volumetric flow and/or (b) that due to the low flow rate 
condition at the shell side a thin organic boundary layer developed which caused 
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Figure 5.9. B: The relation between the organic phase outlet copper concentrations at low organic 
flow rate and the gradually increasing aqueous phase flow rate.
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5.4.2 The effect of changing the flow direction and the two phases positions in the 
MPHF membrane based extraction process
The effects of changing the two phases flow pattern at the MPHF module from counter 
current to co-current on copper extraction have been examined in this study. Further the 
influence of switching the two phases positions within the module (i.e. the aqueous phase 
was pumped in the shell side instead of the tubes lumen while the organic solvent was 
pumped in the tube side) has also been investigated. The results of this co-current 
continuous extraction process were listed in tables 4.16 to 4.21. These results can be 
explained as follows:
1. Under high flow rate condition of both phases the continuous co-current extraction 
resulted in a straight-line relationship when the initial concentrations of metal at the 
aqueous phase were drawn against the corresponding extracted concentrations at the 
organic outlet, see figure 5.10. However, it has been found that the amount of copper 
extracted under these conditions was about 2% less than that extracted using the 
counter current process from aqueous feed with low initial concentrations. 
Furthermore, the amount of copper extracted in the co-current arrangement was found 
to be around 4% less than counter current process at high aqueous feed concentrations. 
This variation could be attributed to the general fact that counter current flow 
arrangement gives higher driving force which reflected in form of transfer rate and 
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Figure 5. 10: The relationship between copper concentration at the aqueous feed and its
concentration at the organic extract under co-current high flow rate of both phases.
2. The aqueous phase initial copper concentrations drawn verses the organic outlet copper 
content under low flow rate co-current extraction, gave a non-linear relationship, see 
figure 5.11. In addition it has been found that the amount of copper extracted from low 
concentrated feed solutions was about 4% to 5% less than that extracted in counter 
current arrangement from the same feed and approximately 16% less in the case of 
high concentrations feed solutions. The departure from the linear relationship found 
under these conditions could be related to the influence of both phases' resistances 
which would be apparent under low flow conditions. While the variations of the 
extracted copper concentrations from that observed in the counter current arrangement 
could be attributed to the weakness of the driving force between the bulk phases and 
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Figures. 11: The relationship between copper concentrations at the aqueous feed and its 
concentration at the organic outlet at co-current low flow rate of both phase.
3. The results of co-current extraction carried out under constant flow rate (high or low) 
of one phase while the other phase flow rate increased gradually can be described as 
follows:
(a) In the case of a high flow rate of aqueous feed and gradually increasing organic solvent 
flow, the relationship obtained for the organic flow rate against the copper raffinate 
concentrations was similar to that illustrated in figure 5.8.A. However, the copper 
concentrations in the raffinate solution produced in the co-current extraction appeared 
to be slightly higher than those obtained under counter current extraction. A similar 
pattern of results were observed when the process was carried out under a high organic 
flow rate and gradually increasing aqueous feed flow, see tables 4.18 and 4.20.
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(b) In the case of one phase at a constant low flow rate (100cm3/min) and the opposing 
phase flow rate gradually increased, it has been found that the main resistances to mass 
transfer would be the availability of the reactive species at the low flowing phase 
boundary near the interface. Further the boundary layer thickness in the shell or tube 
side during low flow seems had an added effect in reducing the amount of extracted 
copper during co-current extraction in comparison to that amount extracted at counter 
current.
The experimental work on switching the two phases positions within the MPHF module 
produced similar results to those obtained under co-current conditions in particular when 
the organic phase was pumped at high flow rate. However, under relatively high organic 
phase concentration 20v/v% LIX984 and beyond the extraction process showed no large 
increase in the amount of copper extracted, see table 5.7. This shortcoming could be 
attributed to the increase in the organic phase viscosity at high LIX content, which might 
have resulted in increasing the boundary layer thickness in the tubes side and consequently 
increasing the resistance to metal transfer from the shell to the tube side. Further, the 
relationship between the initial aqueous phase copper concentrations and copper 
concentrations at the extract phase appeared to be non-liner as illustrated in figure 5.12.
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Table 5. 7: Results of copper extraction under co-current high flow rates of both phases when 
the aqueous flows at the shell side and the organic in the tube side of the MPHF 




















































































• with 10v/v% LIX984
• with 20v/v% LIX984
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 
Initial copper concentration at the aqueous feed g/cm 3 xlO"3
4.50
Figure 5. 12: The relationship between the aqueous feed initial copper concentrations and 
extracted copper concentrations at the organic phase outlet when the aqueous phase 
flows co-currently at the shell side while the organic at the tube side.
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5.4.3 The effect of both phases flow rates on the batch extraction process 
performance of a MPHF membrane
The effect of the two phases flow rate patterns on the effectiveness of the batch extraction 
of copper in a MPHF module have been investigated in this work. The results of this 
process (Batch extraction under different flow rates conditions) are summarised in tables 
4.22 to 4.25 and can be analysed as follows:
(a) In the case of counter current batch extraction with high flow rates at both sides of the 
MPHF the process has resulted in the recovery of 60% to 80% of the feed copper 
content in two hours and 40 minutes. However, it has been noticed that the reduction 
on the raffinate copper concentrations was significantly low after 2 hours of continuous 
extraction, see figure 5.13. This could be caused, in the case of a low concentration 
aqueous feed, by the lack of copper ions availability at the interface area after a large 
portion of them have been extracted in the early stages of the process. While in the 
case of high concentration aqueous feeds the small concentration changes in the 
raffinate phase after 2 hours could be caused by the near-saturated organic phase. In the 
latter case the metal-LIX complex may have formed a thin film layer on the shell side, 
which in turn could lead to the reduction of mass transfer. In this stage of the batch 
extraction improved performance may be obtained either by adding fresh LIX to the 
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Figure 5. 13: The relation between copper concentrations in the raffinate and the contact time of 
batch extraction under high flow rates of both phases and at different aqueous feed 
concentrations.
(b) While in the case of batch extraction of copper under low flow rate of both phases it 
has been found that copper concentrations at the raffinate phase would remain higher 
than those obtained at the same contact time under high flow condition, see figure 
5.14. A. These results could be attributed the presence of high resistance caused by the 
thin film layer at both sides of the MPHF membrane. It has also been observed that the 
reduction at the aqueous phase outlet concentrations was very little beyond the first two 
hours of continuous extraction. This pattern was noticed at all studied levels of aqueous 
feed concentrations and could be caused by the lack of sufficient diffusion of the active 
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Figure 5.14. A: The relation between copper concentrations at the raffinate and the contact time of 
batch extraction under low flow rate of both phases and at different aqueous feed 
concentrations.
(c) Batch extraction was also studied in this work under a high flow rate for one of the 
phases while the opposite phase flow rate was kept low throughout the process. The 
result of this process can be summarise as follows:
1. In the case of a high organic flow rate contacted against a low aqueous phase flow rate 
over wide range of aqueous feed initial concentrations, it has been found that between 
50 to 70% of the feed copper concentrations were removed over 2 hours to 2 and a half 
hours. This may be as a result of the high flowing organic phase, which could eliminate 
the resistance at the shell side of the MPHF membrane, see table 4.24 and figure 
5.14.B. Further the high flowing organic facilitated easy diffusional mass transfer of
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Figure 5.14. B: The relation between copper concentrations in the raffinate and the contact time 
of a batch extraction under a high organic phase flow rate and a low aqueous feed 
flow rate over range of aqueous feed initial concentrations.
2. When the organic phase flow rate was kept low while the aqueous phase flow rate was 
high it has been found that only approximately 10 to 15% of the aqueous feed copper 
content was extracted for the same range of feed concentrations studied above, see 
table 4.25. Further it has also been noticed that the metal concentrations in the aqueous 
outlet stream changed very little in the last hour of the extraction process, see figure 
5.14.C. This pattern of results was also noticed in the co-current and counter current 
continuous extraction system and can be attributed to the high resistance at the organic
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Figure 5.14. C: The relation between copper concentrations in the raffinate and the contact time 
of a batch extraction under a low organic phase flow rate and a high aqueous feed 
flow rate over range of aqueous feed initial concentrations.
5.4.4 The relationship between the two phases initial concentrations and the rate of 
mass transfer in MPHF membrane based extraction
The effect of both phases' initial concentrations on the rate of mass transfer of copper in a 
continuous extraction process using the MPHF membrane was studied intensively in this 
work. It has been found that increasing the aqueous feed initial concentration always led to 
direct increase in the rate of mass transfer of copper across the membrane wall. Noticeably 
the rate of mass transfer under high flow rates of both phases was approximately 5 to 8 
times higher than that obtained under low flow rate conditions, see table 4.26 and figure
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4.15.A. This large increase in the rate of metal transport may be related to the local thin 
film resistances at the shell and tube sides, which could be reduced significantly under high 
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Figure 5.15. A: The relation between the aqueous feed initial concentrations and the rate of mass 
transfer of copper under high and low flow rate conditions at the shell and tube 
sides.
In the case of the organic phase (LIX984) initial concentration variations, the effects on the 
rate of mass transfer of a MPHF membrane based continuous extraction process can be 
drawn from figure 5.15.B and table 4.27 and summarised in following points: 
1. The rate of copper transport through the membrane porous surface initially increased 
with each increase in the LIX984 concentrations at the organic phase. However the rate 
magnitude increased very little when the LIX984 concentration ranges between 15 to 
20v/v% and beyond.
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2. At high flow rates of both phases (600cmVmin aqueous/600cm3/min organic), it has 
been found that the rate of copper transfer has increased approximately 5 to 7 fold to 
the rate obtained under low flow rate conditions, see table 4.27.
3. The relation between the rate of mass transfer and the organic phase initial 
concentration was found to be non-linear especially when the aqueous phase was at a 
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Figure 5.15. B: The relation between the organic phase initial concentrations and the rate of mass 
transfer of copper under high and low flow rate conditions at the shell and tube 
sides.
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5.4.5 A generalised mathematical model to predict the overall mass transfer 
coefficient in a MPHF membrane base extraction
In a MPHF membrane-base liquid-liquid extraction system, the overall mass transfer 
coefficient (Kov) can be treated as function of the individual mass transfer coefficients in 
the feed phase, at the reaction interface, across the membrane wall and in the organic 
phase. Therefore, resistance to copper transfer from the tube side to the shell side in a 
MPHF membrane can be expressed in form of the sum of all resistances as follows:
5.25
"•ov *aq '""in "'r ™*'orj>
Previous studies on the calculation of the overall mass transfer coefficient across 
immobilised aqueous-organic interface in membranes have dealt only with either non 
reactive extraction or specific set of physical conditions m ' 132' 133 and empirical correlations 
119 to account for the overall mass transfer coefficient and local coefficients.
In this study a model was developed based on the thin film theory and the previously cited 
literature to predict the overall mass transfer coefficient of membrane based extraction. 
This model was devised to account for all individual local coefficients under a wide range 
of conditions for a counter current continuous mode extraction process. From the results 
discussed in the earlier section (5.4.1) it has been noticed that there was a direct relation 
between the two phases flow rates and the rate of metal extracted which was attributed to 
the effect of the phases flow pattern on the local resistances. Based on these findings a 
relationship is proposed using Wilson's method I34 and the experimental data to relate the 
overall resistance (1/KOV) and the flow rates of both the aqueous phase at the tube side 
(l/F"a ) and the organic phase at the shell side (l/Fnorg). Plotting the relationship between 
(1/Kov) and l/Fnaq or l/Fnorg) with the exponent n value ranging between (0.1 to 0.9)
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resulted in a straight-line relation only when the value of n was 0.33 for the tube side and 
0.75 for the shell side.
The MPHF membrane wall resistance (l/km) was reported by Kiani et al., 122 and Prasad et 
al., 125 to be proportional to: the diffusion coefficient (DCu) of the solute (Cu-LIX complex) 
in the organic solvent which wetted the hydrophobic fibres, the fibres thickness (tm), their 
porosity (em) and the pores tortuosity (Tm). Therefore, the membrane module resistance at 
any point across the fibres' wall can be calculated as follows:
_ mm— ~ ~
Where DCU : is the diffusion coefficient of copper in the organic solvent (LIX984), cm2/s.
tm : is the membrane fibre wall thickness, (tm =d0t-djt/2), cm.
dot : the fibre outer diameter, cm.
djt : the fibre inner diameter, cm.
em : is the membrane porosity.
Tm : is the tortuosity of the membrane pores.
In this work it has been observed that under a combination of high flow rate and high 
concentrations of both phases, the rate of mass transfer would be at its highest value. 
Therefore, it could be presumed that the thin films boundary layers resistance at the shell 
side and the fibre tubes side are at their lowest under these conditions and hence could be 
neglected when accounting for the system resistances from the overall resistance equation. 
This will reduce equation 5.25 to:
_L = _L + 1 5.27
Kov ™kn, kr
Therefore, under these conditions the system's reaction resistance at the interface can be 
calculated from equation 5.27. For instance when a counter current extraction process was
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carried out under a high aqueous phase flow rate of 600cm3/min and a copper 
concentration of 3g/l at the tube side and a similar organic phase flow rate of 20v/v% 
LIX984 concentration at the shell side. The following resistance results were found:
• The overall resistance (l/KOV f) found experimentally =1550.387 s/cm.
• The diffusion coefficient of copper (DCl.) was calculated using the Wilk-Chang 
equation and was found to be = 4.19196xlO~6 cm2/s.
• The membrane porosity of and tortuosity were taken from the literature l07 as 0.3 and 
2.3 respectively. While the distribution coefficient of copper ions at the interfaces (m) 
was taken as an average value of 21.222.
• Then the resistance across the membrane wall (l/mkm) was calculated from equation 
5.26 and found to be = 220.315 s/cm.
• This value was used in equation 5.27 to calculate the reaction resistance at the interface 
area: l/kr =1330.072 s/cm.
These values of the membrane wall resistance and the reaction resistance would not 
fluctuate under changes in concentrations or flow pattern of both sides. Therefore the value 
of l/mkm and 1/kr were kept constant when used in Wilson's plot which was used to 
account for boundary layer resistances at the tube and shell sides under variation of flow 
and concentration conditions at the shell and tube sides.
Figure (5.16) and appendix 8 show Wilson's plot results of an aqueous phase flowing under 
variable flow rate against a constant high flow rate and high concentration organic phase. 
Under these conditions the boundary layer thickness would be minimal, hence the local 
resistance at the shell side could be neglected. Consequently the intercept of the relation 
(1/Kov vs 1/Faq033) would represent the combined resistance of the aqueous phase boundary 
layer inside the fibre tubes, the membrane wall resistance and the reaction resistance. From
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this intercept and the constant value of (l/mkm+ 1/k,), the magnitude of the aqueous phase 
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Figure 5. 16: Wilson's plot results for the tube side aqueous flow rate under different 
concentrations.
Figure (5.17) and appendix 9 show the results Wilson's plot for the shell side. In these 
experiments the organic phase flow rate and concentration were varied while the aqueous 
phase flow rate and concentration was kept high and constant to minimise or even 
eliminate any resistance at the tube side. The intercept of the straight-line relationship of 
(1/Kov vs 1/Forg075) would represent the combined resistance of the organic thin film 
boundary layer in the shell side, the membrane wall resistance and the reaction resistance. 
Then from this intercept and the constant value of membrane wall resistance and the 
reaction resistance, which was calculated earlier, the magnitude of the organic phase thin 
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Figure 5. 17: Wilson's plot results for the shell side organic flow rate under different 
concentrations.
However, the use of Wilson's plot is not enough to predict local resistances especially 
when both phases flow rates were low or the concentrations of copper at the aqueous phase 
and the active reagent at the organic solvent were low. Therefore, the data gained from the 
relationship between the overall mass transfer coefficient and the flow rates of both phases 
(1/Kov vs l/F"aq, l/Fnoig) were used to correlate and predict the overall mass transfer 
coefficient by using a dimensionless groups based model. This model was linked to the 
two phase's physical properties and the system's parameters using a form of Leveque 
equation to correlate more precisely the local coefficients at any set of conditions. This 
became effective by making use of Reynolds, Schmit and Sherwood numbers at both side 
of the MPHF membrane module.
The aqueous phase mass transfer (k»q) in the tube side could be expressed in the form of 
the Sherwood number as follows:
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)*] 5.28
While the organic phase mass transfer coefficient (korg) in the shell side could be expressed 
in form of Sherwood number as follow:
5.29
4F Where: NRet = is the Reynolds number of the aqueous phase inside the fibre tube = ——
4F NRes= is the Reynolds number of the organic phase in the shell side = — —
NS« = is Schmidt number of the aqueous phase inside the fibre tube =
NScs = is Schmidt number of the organic phase in the shell side = — —
org
k d t. = is Sherwood number of the aqueous phase inside the fibre tube = aq "
<"l
k dh = is Sherwood number of the organic phase in the shell side = -^ —
^org
Faq» Forg = are the volumetric flow rates of the aqueous and organic phases
Respectively, cm3/s. 
Daq, Dorg = is the diffusion coefficient of copper at the aqueous phase and the
organic phase respectively, cm2/s. 
TJ = kinematic viscosity, cm2/s. 
L = is the membrane module length, cm. 
du = is the fibre tubes internal diameter, cm. 
dh= is the shell hydraulic diameter which can be expressed as follows:
4 x the cross - sectional area of flow (d? - d* x «)• _ ______ _ ^— ^ u 01 f
h ~ wetted perimetre (the outer circumference of the fibre tubes) dol x n
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djs = is the inner diameter of the membrane shell, cm. 
dot= is the outer diameter of fibre tube, cm. 
n = number of fibre tubes inside the membrane module, 
a, b, y and P = are constants.
The value of the exponent (a) was used as 0.33 for the fibre tube side and 0.75 for the shell 
side which was in line with the exponent of the flow found experimentally and used in 
drawing Wilson's plot earlier. These values also are in agreement with similar values 
suggested in the literature which have reported a value of 0.33 for laminar flow in tube side 
and a value of (0.6 to 0.8) for turbulent flow in the shell side IOU °7 . The Schmit number in 
both phases has been reported to be unaffected by the flow pattern and to be relatively 
constant ranging between (0.3-0.33) 107 , a value of 0.33 was used in this study. 
The values of the constants (y) and (P) in equations 5.28 and 5.29 respectively are 
proportional to: the packing fraction of membrane module, the hydraulic diameter and the 
module length and are found experimentally by drawing NShi vs [dit/L (NRet) (Nsci)]° 33 for 
the tube side or Nshs vs [(dh/L)(NRes)075 (Nscs)033 ] for the shell side. The (y) value was 
found to range between 0.2 to 0.295 and was influenced to some extent by the solute 
concentration and the flow rate pattern inside the tubes. Therefore a more refined 
correlation was established in this study by calculating the slopes (the real y values) of the 
relation NSht vs [di,/L(NRe,)(Nsct)]0 33 at each individual point and then plotting the 
calculated slope values against the aqueous phase flow rate. This correlation resulted in 
the following relations:
y = 0.147Fa + 2.298 for highly concentrated aqueous phase and 
Y = 0 105F + 1.747 f°r l°w concentration aqueous phase.
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These relations were then used to calculate the value of (Y) which then substituted in 
equation 5.28 to account for l/kaq at any conditions. The variations on (y) could be 
attributed to the effect of aqueous phase concentration and flow rate pattern on diffusivity 
of the copper ions from the bulk aqueous phase to the boundary layer inside the tubes and 
within the thin film layer near the pores' mouths at aqueous side. This effect could not be 
represented in equation 5.28 and therefore, the relation between (y) and the aqueous phase 
properties gave more precise prediction to the overall mass transfer coefficient, see figures 
5.18.AandB.
Using the same technique as above, the value of ((5) was found to range between (0.0139 to 
0.0156) for experiments carried out with low organic phase concentration and (0.023 to 
0.0295) for experiments with highly concentrated organic phase. These values were 
substituted in equation (5.29) to account for the local resistance (1/korg) under any flow 
conditions. The calculated local coefficients in combination with the earlier found values 
of l/kr and l/mkm were used to calculate the overall system resistance and the 
corresponding overall mass transfer coefficient (l/KoVc)- The results of fitting this model to 
the experimental data at tube and shell sides are illustrated in figures (5.18) and (5.19) and 
appendices 10.a,band ll.a,b.
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The aqueous phase and the organic phase 
concentrations are:
1 g/l Cu vs 1 Ov/v% LIX984
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Figure 5.18.A: The results of fitting the generalised model using the average y value to calculate 
the overall resistance, where the aqueous phase at variable flow rate and the 
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Figure 5.18.B: The results of fitting the generalised model using the refined correlation to 
calculate the overall resistance, where the aqueous phase at variable flow rate and 
the organic at relatively high flow rate.
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In Figure 5.18 where the aqueous phase at variable flow rate and concentration was 
contacted counter currently against high flow organic phase at two different 
concentrations. The overall resistance was calculated from the combination of equations 
5.28 and equation 5.29 and taking (l/mkm+l/kr) as constant at (1550). The results show 
that the aqueous phase local resistance (l/kaq) was the dominant and varying with the flow 
while the organic phase resistance (l/k^) was constant and relatively low. In contrast 
when the aqueous phase was kept at high flow rate and constant concentration while the 
organic flow rate and concentration was varied, the resistance at the shell side became 
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Figure 5.19: The results of fitting the generalised model to calculate the overall resistance, where 
the organic phase at variable flow rate and the aqueous phase at relatively high flow 
rate.
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As it is apparent from figures 5.18, 5.19 and appendices 10 and 11 that the model proposed 
in this study is more effective in predicting the local resistances in comparisons to the 
models suggested by Prasad et. al., 121 and Yang et. al., 136 .
Further intensive investigation is required to determine the relationship between the overall 
mass transfer coefficient and the local coefficients using the dimensionless groups. In 
addition to that a more accurate correlation for the constants (y) and (P) using different 
membrane modules under wider operating conditions would help in predicting the precise 
overall resistance and hence would make membrane extractor design more reliable.
5.5 A Comparison Between Rising Drop and MPHF Membrane Based Liquid-Liquid 
Extraction
In this study the rising drop and MPHF membrane techniques were used to establish 
important factors of copper extraction process using highly reactive chelating agents in 
particular LIX984. The rising drop technique was chosen instead of others to study and 
assess the mass transfer characteristics of this extraction process for the following reasons:
1. Well defined interfacial area and easy to calculate especially when the rising drops 
have consistent shapes and constant flow rate.
2. Easy to build, modify and operate.
3. Small energy consumption.
However, this technique has shortcomings, which can be listed as follows:
1. The difficulty on controlling the rising drops size and flow rate especially at low flow
rate when the pressurising gas flow rate should be precise to eliminate any fluctuation
in drops formation rate.
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2. It requires many trail and error experiments to establish the right flow rate for a 
specific drop size to eliminate any end effect (i.e. to eliminate any mass transfer during 
drops formation and coalescence.
3. Limitations on the quantities it could process and the difficulty in controlling the rising
drops travelling path.
Therefore, a MPHF membrane module system was designed and built to be used to study 
the same extraction process. This technique has offered tremendous advantages over the 
rising drop's technique which can be summarised as follows:
1. A large and well define surface area in a compact and easy to operate system.
2. Capable of facilitating the extraction process with no dispersion or coalescence 
between the two phases.
3. Can be used to operate under a wide range of flow rate conditions ranging from small 
flow rate of 0.05 1/min to 4 1/min and a pressure over 400 KPa.
4. Can be operated in a batch or a continuous extraction mode process and can be used to 
process large volumes of both phases.
5. Easy and independent control on both phases flow rates and concentrations.
6. Does not suffer any loading or flooding problems.
However, this technique still has limiting feature, which in comparison to other techniques 
could be minimal. This limiting feature is represented by the extra resistance of the 






The extraction of copper from a copper sulfate medium using three different chelating 
reagents (LIX984®, LIX84® and LIX860®) was carried out in this study. The experimental 
work covers the equilibrium behaviour of the three reagents and mass transfer 
characteristics of the copper-chelating reagent complex in dispersion based and non- 
dispersive techniques.
1. The extraction equilibrium study was planned first to determine the equilibrium 
behaviour of the three extractants separately. Their equilibrium properties with respect 
to copper sulfate solutions have not been reported in the literature and the findings of 
this study can be summarised as following:
(a) The main observation of the equilibrium results is that all the three reagents gave 
favourable equilibrium curves and efficient in extracting copper under the studied 
conditions
(b) The acidity of the aqueous phase increases (pH decreases) dramatically after a few 
minutes of contacting the two phases. This is due to the fact that as the reaction 
proceeds protons from the reacting extractant molecules are released and diffused into 
the aqueous phase, which can be seen from the reaction equation below:
Cu2+aq + 2(HR)org ^=T (CuR2)org + 2 H+aq
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(c) In the stripping equilibrium results listed in table 4.4.A and B, It has been observed that 
the concentration of stripped copper was a function of the stripping acid concentration 
and increased with the increase of H2SO4 concentration in the stripping solution. 
However, it has been noticed that any increase in the acid concentration at the stripping 
phase (higher than 2 molar) could lead to the organic solvent instability, especially 
LIX860 and LIX84.
2. Mathematical models (chemical based model and semi-empirical based model) were 
developed in this work to predict copper concentration in the organic phase at 
equilibrium. The chemical model is based on the mass action law of the reaction 
equation between the metal ions and the organic active species. This model is found to 
fit the experimental data of the three systems.
The semi-empirical model based on the Freundlich's adsorption equation fitted to the 
same results does not fit all the experimental data as well as the chemical based model. 
This could be attributed to the constants values (M,n) of Freundlich's equation which 
have been calculated from graphical relationships of copper concentrations in both 
phases at the equilibrium stage.
3. Mass transfer and kinetic characteristics of copper transfer from the aqueous phase into 
the organic phase in a dispersion based rising drop technique were thoroughly 
examined in this study. The aqueous solution was used as a continuous phase while the 
organic phase was dispersed in form of drops over a wide range of both phases' 
concentrations. The following conclusions can be drawn from the mass transfer study 
in this technique:
(a) The rate of mass transfer (Na) and the overall mass transfer coefficient (KoV) remain 
constant in all four columns used.
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(b) Due to the difficulty in finding the interfacial concentrations of both phases 
experimentally and consequently the difficulty of assessing which of the two phases 
has the most resistance to mass transfer, a dimensionless-based mathematical model 
was developed in this study based on the experimental results and equations proposed 
by Elzinga and reported by Treybal '. This model also utilises the use of the overall 
mass transfer coefficient and the two-film theory to account for the reaction resistance.
(c) The calculated mass transfer coefficient at the continuous (aqueous) phase (kc) remains 
constant in all columns. While the calculated mass transfer coefficient at the dispersed 
(organic) phase side (kD) slightly decreases with an increase in the column's height.
(d) The calculated value of the reaction rate constant (kr) remained relatively constant for 
all columns. However, calculations of (kr) from a reaction controlled mass transfer 
equation (5.24) resulted in a power relationship with an order of (1.412) of the organic 
phase concentration. While the relationships with the interfacial copper and hydrogen 
concentrations were of first order.
4. A dispersion-free technique using a microporous hollow fibre membrane was also used 
in this work to study mass transfer properties in non-dispersive extraction. An intensive 
and a through experimental work was carried out to determine the extraction and the 
stripping processes main characteristics under wide range of operational conditions. 
The findings of this study on MPHF membrane effectiveness for copper extraction and 
recovery from an acidic copper sulfate solution can be summarised as follows:
4.1. On studying the counter current flow rate pattern effects on mass transfer of copper 
from the aqueous phase in the tube side to the organic phase in the shell side the 
following points were observed:
(a) The continuous counter current extraction process at 600 cmVmin on both sides gave a 
linear increase in copper concentration at the organic extract outlet with each increase 
of the metal concentration in the feed stream. This was attributed to the fact that with a 
relatively high flow of both phases the availability of the metal ions and the chelating 
active reagent at the interface would be at their highest. Then the only factors affecting 
the metal transport would be the reaction mechanism and the membrane thickness.
(b) At low flow rate of both phases (100 cm3/min) using a counter current extraction 
process resulted in small amounts of copper extraction and in some experiments this 
was 75% less than the concentrations obtained under high flow rate conditions. It was 
also observed that the relationship between the feed metal concentrations and the metal 
concentrations at the organic outlet is far from the linear relationship that resulted for 
high flows.
(c) In a counter current extraction with gradual flow rate increases at one side (i.e. in the 
tube side or the shell side) while the opposite side flow rate was kept constantly under 
relatively high flow rate: The results show that in the case of a relatively high 
(600cm3/min) and constant aqueous flow rate and gradually increasing organic flow 
rate, the copper concentrations at the raffinate side were decreasing with each increase 
in the organic phase flow rate (from 100 to 600cm3/min). However, these decreases 
varied with the initial aqueous phase copper concentrations.
In the case of a relatively high organic flow rate (600cm3/min) and gradually 
increasing aqueous flow rate: The relationship between copper concentrations at the 
extract side and the increasing aqueous flow rate shows that each aqueous flow rate 
increase resulted in a corresponding increase at the organic outlet (extract) metal 
concentration. The results of this process also show that even at low aqueous feed flow
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rate and low initial concentration the organic solvent could still extract between 10 to 
40% of the inlet copper concentration.
(d) For a constant and relatively low flow rate (1 OOcnvVmin) in one side and a gradually 
increasing flow rate (from 100 to 600cm3/min) in the opposite side. The counter current 
continuous extraction process results show that, if the aqueous phase flow rate was kept 
low in the tube side and the organic flow rate gradually increased in the shell side each 
increase in the organic flow rate leads to significant decline in the raffmate metal 
concentration. This relationship between the aqueous outlet (raffmate) copper 
concentration and the organic phase flow rate appears to be a straight line relationship 
when the feed aqueous solution copper content is high but the relationship takes a non­ 
linear form when low initial aqueous phase concentrations were used. 
If on the other hand, the organic phase had a relatively low flow rate and the aqueous 
phase flow rate was gradually increased, the results show that the extracted metal 
concentration at the organic phase outlet (extract) increased with each increase in the 
aqueous feed metal content. But the amount of copper extracted in this case was less 
than that obtained for a relatively high organic flow rate with a gradually increasing 
aqueous flow rate. The relationship between the extract phase copper concentrations 
and the gradually increasing aqueous feed flow rate resulted in a non-linear relationship 
for low flow rates of the organic phase.
4.2. Changing the flow arrangement of both phases from counter current to co-current 
resulted in a reduced amount of copper extracted under any of the set conditions 
examined in the counter current case. For instance the amount of copper extracted in 
the co-current arrangement was found to be ranging between 4% to 16% less than that 
extracted in counter current process under relatively high flow rate of both phases and 
low flow rates of both phase respectively.
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4.3. The results of switching the two phases positions within the MPHF module (i.e. the 
organic phase flows to the tube side and the aqueous phase flows to the shell side gave 
similar results to those obtained under co-current conditions. In this arrangement the 
extraction process required a higher pressure in the shell side than that on the tube side 
to prevent any organic breakthrough.
4.4. A counter current batch extraction process under relatively high flow rates 
(600cm3/min) in both sides of the MPHF membrane resulted in the recovery of 60% to 
80% of the feed copper content in two hours and 40 minutes. However, it was noticed 
that the reduction of the raffinate copper concentrations was significantly low after 2 
hours of continuous extraction. Whereas, the same process under relatively low flow 
rates of both phases (100 cm3/min) resulted in a less extracted copper concentrations 
than that obtained under relatively high flow rate conditions.
4.5. In relation to the two phases initial concentrations effect on the rate of mass transfer 
properties at 600 cnvVmin flow rates of both phases. The results show a linear increase 
in copper concentration at the organic extract outlet with the increase of the initial 
metal concentration in the feed stream. While the results obtained under 100 cm3/min 
of both phases show a non-linear relationship between the initial metal concentration 
and its concentration at the organic outlet. These phenomenon could be caused by the 
boundary layers resistances in the path of metal transfer from the bulk aqueous phase 
to the bulk organic phase.
4.6. A continuous counter current stripping process resulted in very good recovery results 
of copper from the loaded organic phase (LIX984) in a MPHF membrane module. 
This process, it seems depends to a large extent on the aqueous stripping phase 
concentrations, (in other words the more acidic the stripping solution the more it is 
capable of recovering the metal especially under high flow rates of both phases). It has
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also been found that a concentrated stripping solution (2 M H2SO4) could extract 
approximately 80% of the organic phase copper content in about 2 hours in a batch 
process.
4.7. The rate of mass transfer results in a non-dispersive MPHF membrane technique show 
a direct relation between the two phases flow rates and the rate of metal extracted 
which was attributed to the effect of the two phases flow pattern on the local 
resistances. Based on these findings a generalised mathematical model was developed 
in this study which utilised Wilson's method l34 , the experimental data, some 
dimensionless groups and the two-film theory to account for local resistances and 
predict the system's overall mass transfer coefficient. This model was linked to the 
two phase's physical properties and the system's parameters using a form of Leveque 
equation which relate the two phases local coefficients (Sherwoods* numbers) to their 
Reynolds' and Schmits' numbers as follows:
JV* = = r^- (^RC , X tf *, )]° " For the tube side
Nshs = = flWto ,)075 (Af,c,)° •»] For the shell side
Dorg L
The values of the constants (y) and (p) in these relations were proportional; to the 
packing fraction of membrane module, the hydraulic diameter and the module length. 
The average (y) value was found to range between 0.2 to 0.295 and was influenced to 
some extent by the solute concentration and the flow rate pattern inside the tubes. 
Therefore, a more refine correlation was established in this study by calculating the 
slopes (the real y values) of the relation NSht vs [dit/L(N Ret)(Nsct)]0 33 at each individual 
point and then plotting the calculated slope values against the aqueous phase flow rate. 
This correlation enabled the model to fit all the experimental data.
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The value of (P) was found to range between (0.0139 to 0.0156) for experiments 
carried out with low organic phase concentration and (0.023 to 0.0295) for experiments 
with a highly concentrated organic phase. The values of (y) and (P) were substituted in 
equations (5.28 and 5.29) to account for the local resistance of (l/kaq and l/korg) 
respectively and then in combination with the calculated values of (l/kr and l/km) were 
used to predict the value of the system's overall mass transfer coefficient (1/KOV) under 
any flow rate conditions.
4.8. This study has proven that microporous hollow fibre membrane extractor has the 
ability to overcome many operational and technical limitations associated with 
conventional dispersion based extraction techniques. It is also apparent from this study 
that the MPHF contactor is capable of functioning as an effective extractor under 
unlimited operating conditions for the extraction and recovery of heavy metals from 
weak leach liquor and its applicability to the extraction of wide range of materials 
merit further investigation.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
1. In this study most of the experimental work has been focussed on finding the optimum 
theoretical and operational conditions for the extraction and recovery of copper using 
chelating agents and in particular LIX984. It is important to emphases here that the 
extraction abilities and behaviours of the other two LIX reagents (LIX84 and LIX986) 
merit further investigations.
2. In mass transfer studies using a dispersion based rising drops technique the use of 
smaller diameter columns could give clearer indications to changes in the continuous 
phase concentration during the extraction process and worth further examination.
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3. An attempt has been made in this work to study and determine the main factors 
affecting the reactive extraction process of copper in a dispersion-free technique using 
MPHF membrane. However, this work is merely the tip of the iceberg of non- 
dispersive extraction process. Further studies are required to examine the exact 
phenomena of one metal or one mixture of metals ions transfer near and inside the 
pores of a MPHF membrane extractor.
4. This intensive work has only covered small area of the potentially promising features 
of the dispersion-free extraction technique. The author believes that this technique has 
great future applications which have to be thoroughly examined by researchers and 
industrialists alike. For instance its application in the treatment of circuit board 
industry wastewater streams (the etching waste) should be taken seriously and its 
application for COa gas absorption from cars exhaust emission should be studied.
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Appendix 1: Sample of calibration curves used for equilibrium and mass transfer studies.






Appendix 2: The rising drops experimental rig set up.
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The results of applying equation 5.15 to the equilibrium data of CuSO4-LIX84, 
CuSO4-LIX860 and CuSO4-LIX984 systems are summarised in appendix 6.1, 6.2 and 
6.3 respectively. These results were then used to draw the logarithm graphic 
relationship between copper concentrations at the aqueous and organic phases which 
can be illustrated in appendices 6.1.1, 6.2.1 and 6.3.1 as follows:
Appendix 6.1: The results of applying equation 5.15 to the equilibrium data of 
CuSO4-LIX84 system.















































































Slope = n = 4.329 
l/n = 0.231 
Intercept=M=0.0019
-0.01 0.19 0.39 0.59 0.79 0.99
LogX (copper concentration at the organic phase)
1.19 1.39
Appendix 6.1.1: The graphic relationship between log X and log Y, which was used 
to calculate the values of the intercept and the slope from CuSO4- 
LIX84 equilibrium data.
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Slope - n = 2.531 
1/n = 0.395 
Interc«pt=M=0.0195
-2
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Log Y (copper concentration at the raffinate)
Appendix 6.2.1: The graphic relationship between log X and log Y, which was used 
to calculate the values of the intercept and the slope from CuSO4- 
LIX860 equilibrium data.
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Appendix 6.3: The results of applying equation 5.15 to the equilibrium data of 
CuSO4-LIX984 system.

































































Slope = n = 3.448
l/n=0.29
Intercept=M=0.0053
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
Log X ( copper concentration at the organic phase)
0.9
Appendix 6.3.1: The graphic relationship between log X and log Y, which was used 




In this appendix a summary of the results that the semi-empirical model predicted by 
applying equation 5.16 to the equilibrium data of CuSO4-LIX84, CuSO4-LIX860 and 
CuSO4-LIX984 systems. The values of the intercepts and the slopes (M and n) 
respectively were calculated from appendix 6.
Appendix 7.1: The results of applying freundlich's equation to predict the





































































































Appendix 7.2: The results of applying freundlich's equation to predict the





































































































Appendix 7.3: The results of applying freundlich's equation to predict the equilibrium 
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